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ABSTRACT 
 
The realization that organic radicals have the ability to exhibit magnetic 
order has captured the attention of many researchers, since the discovery of 
ferromagnetism in a N/O based radical in 1991. The goal is to better understand 
the electron-electron interactions at the molecular level between radicals in the 
solid state. Such data allows an improved understanding of the structure-property 
relationships in order to assist in the future design, ultimately leading to organic 
magnets with higher ordering temperatures.  
DFT studies are used on a series of dithiazolyl (DTA) radicals which are 
divided into a series of chapters. Chapter 2 focuses on the DFT calculations of π–
stacked DTA radicals. Chapter 3 focuses on the DFT calculations on the 
herringbone DTA radicals. Chapter 4 views different translation geometries from a 
theoretical view point. The outcome is to be able to probe the magnetic exchange 
pathways in order to evaluate requirements for bulk magnetic order which is 
critical to a fundamental understanding of bulk magnetic response.  
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1.1 From Organic Radicals to Molecular Materials  
The first free radical, Ph3C
•
, was reported in 1900 by Moses Gomberg who described the 
unusual behaviour of a rare example of trivalent C.
1-4
 In the following 100+ years, free 
radicals have developed from chemical curiosities to well-established building blocks in 
molecule-based materials chemistry. In many areas of chemistry and biology free radicals 
are considered to be highly reactive intermediates; species such as the hydroxyl radical, HO
•
, 
and the superoxide radical, O2
•−
, are extremely reactive and take an important role in many 
biological processes where they typically react close to the diffusion limit.
5-9
 In industry free 
radicals are used in many chemical process including free radical polymerisation reactions 
for many bulk commodity chemicals such as poly(styrene).
10,11
 However not all radicals are 
so reactive and the diradical O2 forms ca. 21% of the air we breathe
12
 whilst the radical NO
•
 
takes an important role in biological signalling.
13,14
 Indeed free radicals can be split into 
reactive (‘transient’) free radicals and stable free radicals. Power defined a stable free radical 
as one which has a lifetime which is significantly long for it to be detected directly.
15
 Such 
‘stable’ radicals often have lifetimes of hours or longer under ambient conditions and, in 
some cases, can be isolated as pure materials. Some of the simplest naturally occurring 
radicals include O2 and NO
•
 as well as NO2
•
 but an increasing number of families of stable 
organic radicals are now known in which -delocalisation and/or steric protection are 
employed to stabilise the free radical. These include persistent C-based radicals (Scheme 
1.1) such as triphenylmethyl,
1-4, 16-19
 and phenalenyl,
16, 20-22
 radicals, C/N-based radicals such 
as the verdazyl,
16, 23-27 
and benzotriazinyl (also known as Blätter) radicals,
28-30
 N/O-based 
radicals such as nitroxide,
16, 31, 32
 and nitronyl nitroxides,
 16, 31-33
 and N/S-based radicals such 
as dithiadiazolyl,
16, 34
 dithiazolyl,
 16, 35
 and thiadiazinyl radicals
36
 (Scheme 1.1).  
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In the last 2-3 decades significant effort has been made to implement stable radicals as 
alternative building blocks in the design of organic materials, including organic conductors, 
magnets and switches.
37
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Scheme 1.1:  Some structures of common stable -radicals. 
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1.1.1 Neutral Radical Conductors 
The development and application of molecular conducting and magnetic materials offers 
numerous possibilities for the construction of both ambient and low temperature devices. 
However the successful development of such materials depends upon an ability to 
manipulate the physical properties at the molecular level and so progress in this area requires 
the development of appropriate theory alongside crystal engineering principles to control the 
molecular architecture. The potential for thiazyl radicals to exhibit conductivity exploits 
Haddon’s initial proposal for the design of organic metals and superconductors based on the 
development of a regular -stack of neutral radicals, known as neutral radical conductors 
(NRCs). His proposal is based on:
38
 
1) The existence of unpaired electrons based on a neutral radical 
2) A uniform -stacked crystal structure. 
3) Relatively weak electron-electron repulsion (minimization of Ueff ) 
4) Maximisation of the orbital overlap to generate a large bandwidth, W.  
Here orbital overlap of the SOMOs along the -stacking direction gives rise to a conduction 
band of width W (which depends on the overlap integral and is favoured for short 
intermolecular contacts in eclipsed configurations). Since each radical provides one orbital 
and one electron, the band is inherently half-filled (Figure 1.1(a)) and the energy gap 
between the occupied and unoccupied orbitals (i.e. the Fermi level) is zero
38
 and these 
compounds are predicted to be conducting. 
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                            (a)                                                                                 (b)         
 
Figure 1.1:   (a) A regular π-stack of neutral radicals with idealised band structure; (b) a 
Peierls distorted π-stack, leading to an opening-up of a band-gap at the 
Fermi level. 
 
Such 1-D packing arrangements of NRCs give rise to half-filled electronic energy bands but 
this structure is prone to a Peierls’ instability, i.e. a regular 1-D one-dimensional -stack of 
radicals is thermodynamically unstable with respect to Peierls’ distortion in which the 
regular stack adopts a structure composed of alternating long and short intermolecular 
contacts along the stacking direction. At the molecular level such behaviour can be 
considered a dimerization process in which the two radical electrons become involved in 
bonding. At the macroscopic level the bonding pair overlap to give a bonding band whilst 
the antibonding orbital gives rise to an antibonding band. Overall there is a net stabilisation 
of the electrons and a band gap ‘opens up’ at the Fermi level (Figure 1.1 (b)). If the band gap 
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E is small then the material may be a semi-conductor whereas large band-gaps lead to 
insulating behaviour. The Peierls’ distortion is inherent to any regular 1-D array but can be 
inhibited or suppressed by increasing the number and strength of 2-D or 3-D inter-stack 
interactions. The majority of the experimental research to verify Haddon’s theory has been 
developed by Oakley
39
 where their research included the use of structure-directing groups 
which facilitate inter-stack interactions to control the solid state structure and adopt the 
desired π-stacked motif.40 
Even when a system adopts a regular -stack, other factors can inhibit conduction. A 
common problem in the field of NRCs is the potential for such materials to exhibit a Mott 
insulating state which can be considered in terms of the transfer of electrons at the molecular 
level along the stack. This can be considered in terms of removal of an electron from one 
molecule and adding it to the next molecule in the –stack.  The former process is closely 
related to the ionisation potential (IP) associated with the loss of an electron from the radical 
SOMO (R∙ → R+  + e-), whereas the latter process approximates to the electron affinity (EA) 
associated with addition of an electron to the SOMO (R∙+ e-  → R− ). Although these 
processes involve the loss of electrons from and addition of electrons to the SOMO, they 
energetically differ by a quantity known as the Hubbard energy, U,
41
 which reflects the 
extent of electron-electron repulsion (‘on-site Coulombic repulsion’), i.e. 
𝑈 = IP − EA.  
If the band width W is greater than the Hubbard energy U then the system will conduct but 
for systems with a large Hubbard energy then a so-called Mott insulting state results.
42
 and 
many thiazyl radicals have been found to be Mott insulators.
39
 However some display a high 
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but activated conductivity, affording semi-conducting behaviour with σ (300K) up to 6 × 
10
−3
 S cm
−1
, reflecting semi-conducting behaviour.
39
 
Since U reflects the degree of on-site inter-electron repulsion then this can be 
minimised by maximising -delocalisation and considerable effort has been extended to 
preparing resonance-stabilised radicals which exhibit extensive -delocalisation and 
therefore small U. 
 
                               a)                                b) 
 
Figure 1.2:  The bandwidth structure relative to the radical stacking a) a regular stack of 
closely packed radicals b) a regular stack of distantly packed radicals.  
Both the opening up of a band gap at the Fermi level for NRCs and the presence of a large 
on-site repulsion term U can, in part, be offset by p-type doping. In the case of Peierls’ 
distorted stacks such doping leads to removal of electrons from the band, lowering the Fermi 
level to a position where the Density of States is higher, thereby leading to improved 
conduction. For systems with large U, then p-type doping leads to a stack with a mixture of 
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cations R
+
 and neutral radicals R
•
 in the stack. In this case electron-transfer (R
•
 + R
+
 → R+ + 
R
•
) is energy neutral and so U is reduced.  
Much of the work on NRCs was developed by Oakley and led to radicals with conductivities 
spanning 12 orders of magnitude ranging from insulators through to modest conductors (10
-
10
 to 100 S cm
−1
).
43
 In recent years, thiazyl radicals and their heavier selenium analogues 
have proved to be a favourable system to explore the concept of neutral π-radical 
conductors.
16,40,44
 
 
1.1.2 Organic Radical Switches 
Radicals are open-shell molecules (monomers) which have a propensity to dimerise which 
results in closed-shell configurations via covalent bond formation between the radicals. Two 
modes of dimerization are known: -bond formation which arises through formal covalent 
bond formation and so-called ‘pancake bonding’ arising through a multi-centre *-* 
interaction between singly-occupied molecular orbitals.  
Dimers that form via -bond formation are typically favoured when (a) the strength of the E-
E bond formed is strong, (b) the loss of -delocalisation associated with rehybridisation from 
sp
2
 to sp
3
 is low, and/or (c) steric protection precludes efficient *-* overlap. For example 
Gomberg’s radical dimerises via C-C -bond formation to generate (Ph3C)HC6H4=CPh2. 
The radical is stabilized by π delocalisation with all C atoms sp2 hybridised, although steric 
demands mean that not all three phenyl rings can be involved in  delocalisation 
simultaneously. This delocalisation leads to build up of electron density at ortho- and para-
positions on the phenyl rings (Figure 1.3). Steric protection at the central C disfavours -
 9 
 
dimerisation to form symmetric Ph3C-CPh3 but radical delocalisation permits formation of 
the asymmetric dimer (Ph3C)HC6H4=CPh2 whose structure has been determined by X-ray 
diffraction in the solid state.
45
 Notably the para-C becomes sp
3
 hybridised and the loss of 
aromaticity has to be offset by the C-C -bond formed (Figure 1.4). In the case of sterically 
protected radicals the bulky groups often reduce the orbital overlap significantly leading to 
weaker covalent bonding and dimerization in Gomberg’s radical is a reversible process with 
the radical regenerated in solution. Solution studies revealed Hdim = 45 kJ·mol
-1
,
46-48
 
compared to a ‘normal’ C-C covalent bond enthalpy of 359 kJ·mol-1(for ethane).49  
C
H
H
 
Figure 1.3: Gomberg’s Radical is stabilised by resonance. 
 
Figure 1.4:  Crystal structure of Gomberg’s Radical (left) and its molecular structure 
(right). 
 
The alternative strategy is to form a ‘pancake’ bond,50 a term recently coined to describe 
multicentre bonding interactions between singly-occupied -orbitals which leads to 
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intermolecular contacts significantly less than the sum of the van der Waals radii but longer 
than conventional 2c,2e
-
 -bonds. Experimental studies reveal such face-to-face interactions 
are much weaker than conventional -bonds, however sterically-protected radicals such as 
Gomberg’s radical (above Fig.1.4.) also exhibit much weaker -bonds than normal. Like 
these weak -dimers, such pancake-bonding appears reversible in solution and solution 
dimerization enthalpies are typically less than 50 kJ·mol
-1
.
47
 The net bonding interaction 
within these *-* dimers leads to a sample of diamagnetism and, in most systems, it is 
sufficiently strong that the compounds retain their diamagnetism up to their melting point.
51
 
 
Figure 1.5:  General MO diagram for spin-paired association of generic S-N radicals
52
 
However for some DTA radicals where Hdim ~ 0 kJ/mol, unusual single-crystal-to-single-
crystal solid state phase transitions have been detected between diamagnetic dimers and 
paramagnetic monomers. Compounds which undergo this solid state phase transitions are 
unusual and retention of crystallinity is generally achieved when the net atomic 
displacements between individual phases are small.
53
 In the case of the 1,3,2-dithiazolyls 
such solid state phase transitions appear associated with π-stacked DTA structures in which 
there is subtle vertical displacements along the stacking direction equivalent to a spin-
Peierls’ distortion. At high temperatures the systems adopt regular -stacks with long inter-
radical separation (leading to small W and hence localised spins) but convert to a distorted -
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stacked dimer motif, affording a gapped electronic structure equivalent to a series of 
diamagnetic dimers.
53,54
 The most thoroughly studied example is the trithiatriazapentalenyl 
radical, TTTA
55-59
 which exhibits a phase transition between a low temperature distorted 
diamagnetic -stack and a high temperature regular -stack.56-58  
 
Figure 1.6:  The low temperature (left) and high temperature (right) phases of TTTA with 
thermal hysteresis of the magnetic response (centre).  
 
Notably TTTA exhibits a very large window of thermal hysteresis, i.e. the compound can 
adopt either the enthalpically favourable diamagnetic phase or entropically favourable 
paramagnetic phase between 230 and 320 K depending upon sample history. This bistability 
is considered to arise through a large activation energy barrier which needs to be overcome 
in order to drive the molecular displacement along the -stacking direction. This energy 
barrier is attributed to the presence of a network of electrostatically favourable inter-stack 
S
…N contacts which proliferate between 1,3,2-dithiazolyls. Structural studies on TTTA 
and other DTA radicals indicate that such inter-stack S
…N interactions are broken and 
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similar interactions reconstructed during the phase change between the paramagnetic and 
diamagnetic phases. The cleavage of such interactions provide a significant activation energy 
barrier to conversion between the low temperature (LT) and high temperature (HT) phases 
such that conversion from LT to HT phases can only occur when the thermal energy kT > Ea 
for the lattice reorganisation, i.e. the LT phase passes into a metastable region prior to the 
phase transition.
58
 The abruptness of the phase transition is particularly pronounced 
consistent with a concerted process and TTTA and related bistable radicals have been 
considered for thermos-, piezo- and photo-induced switches.
56-58,60,61
 The behaviour of 
TTTA is also replicated in a range of other -stacked DTA radicals (Table 1.1) in which the 
transition temperature from diamagnetic to paramagnetic upon warming is denoted 𝑇𝑐↑ and 
the reverse paramagnetic-to-diamagnetic transition upon cooling denoted 𝑇𝑐↓. 
1.1.3 Organic Magnets  
Traditional magnets comprise metals, ceramics and metal salts in which there is cooperative 
long range order (ferromagnetism, ferrimagnetism etc.) between the unpaired electrons 
which are located in the d-orbitals (transition metals) or f-orbitals (lanthanides). Whilst the 
idea that organic radicals, in which unpaired electrons are localised in π-orbitals, could also 
exhibit magnetic order was first postulated in 1950,
62,63
it was not until 1991 that bulk 
ferromagnetism was observed by Kinoshita and coworkers in the -phase of the p-
nitrophenyl nitronylnitroxide radical, -p-NPNN (Figure 1.7).64  
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Figure 1.7:  Molecular structure of the p-nitrophenyl-nitronylnitroxide (p-NPNN) radical 
 
Since then numerous groups have developed other organic magnets in which the magnetism 
arises from electrons in p () orbitals. Whilst the majority exhibit long range order at very 
low temperature, a small number become ordered at temperatures above liquid helium (4.2 
K). With the exception of the fullerene charge-transfer salt C60·TDAE   [TDAE = 
tetradimethylamino-ethylene, (Me2N)2C=C(NMe2)2] which has a magnetic ordering 
temperature (TC) of 16 K, the majority of organic magnets are based on S/N and Se/N 
radicals which arises out of the stronger through-space magnetic coupling associated with 
the more diffuse 3p and 4p orbitals associated with S and Se respectively. The magnetic 
behaviour of thiazyl radicals has been reviewed recently.
71
 
Magnetic Exchange   
In order to obtain long range magnetic order, it is necessary for magnetic (electron-electron) 
communication to occur between unpaired electrons whether they be based in p, d or f 
orbitals.  This communication pathway must extend throughout the bulk solid so as to give 
rise to a bulk cooperativity. At the molecular level when neighbouring spins interact it gives 
rise to two states; one in which the spins are coparallel and one in which they are 
antiparallel. When  the  co-parallel  alignment  is  lower  in  energy  than  the  antiparallel  
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Table 1.1: Some 1,3,2-DTA radicals that display phase transitions and bistability  
Bistable DTA Radical  𝑇𝑐↑/𝐾 𝑇𝑐↓/𝐾 
 
Bistability 
Range, ΔT/K 
 
N
S
N S
N
S
 
 
TTTA
56-58
 
 
320 (317) 
 
230(225) 
 
90 (92) 
N
N
S
N
S
 
 
QDTA,
65
 
 
120 
 
95 
 
25 
N
N
S
N
S
 
 
PDTA,
66
 
 
343 
 
297 
 
46 
N
N
S
N
SN
S
N
 
 
TDP-DTA,
67, 68
 
 
200 
 
 
150 
 
50 
S
N
S
C
N  
 
4-NCBDTA,
69,70
 
304 
28 
291 
37 
13 
9 
S
N
S
C
N  
 
3-NCBDTA,
70
 
250 
27 
 
250 
39 
 
0 
13 
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alignment this is termed a ferromagnetic interaction, whereas when the anti-parallel 
alignment is energetically preferred over the coparallel alignment, it is referred to as an anti-
ferromagnetic interaction. The energetic difference between coparallel and antiparallel 
configurations is quantified by the magnetic exchange interaction, J and the sign of J 
dictates whether the interaction is ferromagnetic (J > 0) or antiferromagnetic (J < 0) (Figure 
1.8). When the ground state is the triplet then the magnetic interaction is ferromagnetic 
which gives rise to a net spin moment. Conversely, when the ground state is an open-shell 
singlet the interaction is antiferromagnetic.
72
 (Figure 1.8)   
Simple paramagnetism arises when there is a complete lack of interaction between the 
electrons, i.e. the spins are independent. 
72
 
 
Figure 1.8: Relative energies of the S = 1(triplet) and S = 0 (singlet) states arising from 
ferromagnetic (left) and antiferromagnetic (right) alignment. 
 
Magnetic Interaction Mechanisms.  
There are several mechanisms which contribute to the magnetic exchange interaction 
between unpaired electrons.  
Direct exchange occurs when unpaired electrons are sufficiently close that there is 
significant overlap between the orbitals containing the unpaired electrons.
72
 In the direct 
exchange mechanism the magnetic exchange interaction, J is given by:
73
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2J = 2K – 4St.      Eqn. 1.1 
Here K is the exchange integral which stabilises the two electrons in the co-parallel 
orientation (conceptually this is equivalent to Hund’s rule of maximum multiplicity that 
electrons in degenerate orbitals prefer to align co-parallel). The second term reflects some 
degree of covalency which may exist through direct overlap of the orbitals. Here S is the 
overlap integral and t is the hopping integral which relates to sharing of the electrons over 
the two sites if a bond were to form between the two (radical) centres. For mutually 
orthogonal orbitals S = 0 and the net interaction is expected to be ferromagnetic (J = 2K > 
0). The term 4St increases once the overlap integral S is non-zero and this term rapidly 
dominates such that J < 0 and a net antiferromagnetic interaction is afforded. The direct 
exchange process is important for systems in which direct orbital overlap can occur e.g. in 
metals or in sterically unprotected -radicals. 
A second exchange process known as super-exchange also occurs and is frequently used to 
explain the magnetism of transition metal complexes in which the metals are well-separated 
by a bridging ligand such as CN
-
 or oxalate such that direct orbital overlap between metal d-
orbitals can be considered negligible. In such cases limited magnetic communication is 
expected yet significant magnetic communication is often observed. Here some 
delocalisation of the electron density from the d- (or f-) orbital to the bridging ligand occurs 
due to some degree of metal-ligand covalency (or charge transfer to formally vacant ligand 
orbitals). This delocalisation permits some degree of overlap of the electron density derived 
from both metals in the vicinity of the bridging ligand. As with direct exchange the sign of 
the exchange interaction, J, is determined by the geometry (orbital orthogonality or lack 
thereof) of the metals and bridging ligands and can be rationalised in terms of the 
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Goodenough-Kanamori rules.
63,74-80
 Similar arguments, sometimes described as a spin-
polarisation mechanism,
81
 can be implemented to rationalise intramolecular through-bond 
coupling in organic poly-radicals but it is not typically considered important for through-
space interactions between radicals. 
A third process known as dipolar exchange can also occur. This relies on the through space 
interaction between magnetic dipoles on each molecule. The energy of the dipolar 
interaction between two dipoles 1 and 2 depends upon the magnitude of the dipole, the 
angle between the dipoles and the distance between them (defined by the vector r between 
the two dipoles, where |r| is the distance between them):
82
  
  E =   o   [1·2  − 3 (1·r)(2·r) ]   Eqn. 1.2 
       4r|3             
Whilst dipolar interactions are considered important for certain lanthanides with large 
magnetic dipoles (based on their total angular momentum, J), the small dipoles and 
relatively large intermolecular distances associated with S = ½ organic radicals is not 
expected to give rise to magnetic order except at very low temperatures (typically less than 1 
K).
82
 
Additional exchange mechanisms are also possible such as double exchange in mixed 
valence systems and the related RKKY model in conducting materials but these are not 
relevant to this thesis, although information can be found in reference.
82
 
The net magnetic interaction J can be considered to arise from contributions from all these 
mechanisms: 
J = Jdir + Jsup + Jdip + ∙∙∙                    Eqn. 1.3 
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As discussed above, for many organic radicals Jsup is not considered important and Jdip is 
often small due to the large radical…radical separation and the net J interaction is dictated 
by direct exchange. As a consequence close radical-radical contacts (whilst simultaneously 
suppressing bond formation) are therefore desirable to favour large values of J.       
Organic Magnetism.  
The objective of organic molecular magnetism is to create an assembly (crystal lattice) of 
organic radicals in which propagation of magnetic interactions can occur throughout the 
solid leading to long range, bulk, magnetic order. Clearly the magnetic exchange interaction 
J depends upon both the molecular separation and orientation of neighbouring radicals 
which affect the overlap integral S. Thus the observed magnetism is not only an inherent 
property of the radial itself but also the solid state structure (crystal packing). For example p-
NPNN (Figure 1.7) crystallises in four polymorphs: , , and -phases. The phase 
exhibits competition between ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic exchange, leading to 
weak net antiferromagnetic interactions.
83
 he -phase is dominated by ferromagnetic (FM) 
interactions where the nearest neighbour coupling is J = +0.6 K and this compound orders as 
a bulk ferromagnet at low temperature.
84
 The -phase can be described as a 1-D Heisenberg 
FM-coupled chain with the nearest-neighbour coupling J = +4.3 K which undergoes a 
ferromagnetic transition at 0.65 K.
85
 The -phase contains a packing motif similar to that of 
the γ-phase but with weaker FM interactions, with an average coupling of J = +1.1 K but 
fails to exhibit long range order.  
Similarly the radical p-NCC6F4CNSSN has been studied extensively in the Rawson group. 
The -phase exhibits strong antiferromagnetic interactions which propagate in three 
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dimensions and orders as a canted antiferromagnet at 36 K.
86-92
 The -phase exhibits a more 
complex set of ferro- and anti-ferromagnetic interactions which are low dimensional and 
lead only to short-range antiferromagnetic behaviour down to 2 K.
93
 Clearly an ability to 
understand the factors which dictate the crystal packing (and hence magnetic exchange) are 
critical to further success in this area particularly in relation to the tailored design of 
magnetically ordered compounds vs a serendipitous approach. One first step to achieving 
this goal is to understand the nature of the magnetic exchange interaction and how it varies 
as a function of molecular arrangement in the solid state. In this context methods to extricate 
individual exchange interactions at the microscopic level from the macroscopic effect of 
multiple exchange interactions is highly desirable. One such approach has been to compute 
the magnetic exchange interactions for pairs of magnetically interacting spins. 
1.1.4 Computational Methods to Determine the Magnetic Exchange 
Since the magnetic exchange between radicals drops off rapidly with distance then reliable 
estimates of the magnetic properties of the magnetic properties of organic radicals can be 
estimated by considering ‘nearest neighbour’ magnetic interactions only.94 In many cases, 
when the appropriate computational method is used in tandem with an appropriate spin 
Hamiltonian based on the non-negligible exchange couplings, the computed Jab values are 
often found to be in excellent agreement with the experimental results.
95
 A particularly 
successful computational approach to model nearest-neighbour exchange that has been 
successfully applied to a variety of nitrogen-centered radicals,
95, 96
 heterocyclic thiazyls
94, 97-
100
 and phenalenyls.
21
 This considers discrete pairs of radicals where the spin Hamiltonian 
for a radical pair interaction can be written: 
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Ĥ = -2J Ŝ1Ŝ2
      
Eqn. 1.4
 
Here J is the magnetic exchange interaction where a positive sign of J reflects ferromagnetic 
(FM) coupling and negative J indicates antiferromagnetic (AFM) coupling. For this spin 
Hamiltonian, the effect of exchange coupling between spins S1 and S2 (S1 = S2 = ½) affords 
two possible spin states (S = 0 and S = 1) corresponding to the spin singlet (↑↓) and spin 
triplet (↑↑) configurations respectively. The energies of the two states are separated by 2J 
with the S = 1 state lying lowest when J > 0. 
Computationally the energy of the spin triplet, E(ST) can be readily computed by calculating 
the energy of the system with S = 1. However defining the spin multiplicity as S = 0 is 
insufficient to determine the antiferromagnetically coupled state since the default S = 0 
configuration will be a closed-shell (‘spin-paired’) configuration. This problem was 
addressed by Noodleman
101
 who implemented the broken symmetry singlet (BSS) approach 
to describe the open shell singlet configuration. In the simplest case we can write: 
2J = ET  − EBSS
     
Eqn. 1.5
 
However, the broken symmetry singlet arises from diagonalization of a 4 × 4 matrix which 
affords the S = 0 and S = 1 configurations such that the S = 0 configuration is contaminated 
and not a pure singlet state.
102
 A popular spin decontamination
103
 method of the broken-
symmetry singlet was proposed by Yamaguchi
104-106
 who suggested that a correction for spin 
contamination in the singlet spin state could be made by considering the expectation values 
<S2> for the triplet and broken symmetry singlet configurations, and the exchange coupling 
could be better estimated using the expression: 
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𝑱 = −
𝐸𝑇−𝐸𝐵𝑆𝑆
〈𝑆2〉𝑇−〈𝑆2〉𝐵𝑆𝑆
     Eqn. 1.6 
In addition other methods for decontamination have been proposed including that of 
Malrieu.
107
 However the method of Yamaguchi (Eqn. 1.6) will be used in this thesis. Thus 
single point calculations, based on the crystallographically determined geometry, permit J to 
be calculated between nearest neighbour pairs, i.e. those at or below the sum of the van der 
Waals’ radii and are determined for each crystallographically independent set of radical pairs 
in the solid state structure. 
A subsequent examination of each exchange interaction typically reveals some exchange 
interactions are very weak (J ~ 0) whereas others are strong and an examination of how the 
strongest interactions (|J| >> 0) propagate through the lattice permits (a) a suitable magnetic 
model to be determined and (b) first initial estimates of the value(s) of the J term(s) 
necessary to quantitatively model the magnetism. In order to determine which values of J are 
significant, the strongest interactions are considered and those which are an order of 
magnitude or more smaller than the strongest interaction are neglected.  
1.1.5 Magnetism 
The Magnetism of Spin-only Ions 
The magnetic behaviour of simple paramagnets, e.g. spin-only systems with no orbital 
angular momentum and no magnetic coupling, typically follows the Curie Law:  
m = Ng
22 S(S+1)      Eqn. 1.7 
         3kT          
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where N2/3k ~ 0.125 (1/8) in cgs units and g = the gyromagnetic ratio or g-factor for the 
compound. For spin-only ions including most radicals g ~ 2.0. From the Curie Law we see 
that m increases as the temperature is lowered or mT is constant and depends upon S. 
Values for mT for various values of S are given in Table 1.2 and the temperature 
dependence of m vs T and mT vs T are shown in Figure 1.9. 
Table 1.2:  Values of mT as a function of S. 
S mT (emu·K·mol
-1
) S mT (emu·K·mol
-1
) 
0 0.000 ½ 0.375 
1 1.000 
3
/2 1.875 
2 3.000 
5
/2 4.375 
3 6.000 
7
/2 7.875 
 
                     
Figure 1.9:  Temperature dependence of (left) m vs T and (right) m∙T vs T for selected 
spin-only paramagnets. 
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Effects of Magnetic Exchange Interactions 
In the last section we saw that when two S = ½ spins of an interacting radical pair interact 
via magnetic exchange, two new spin states S = 0 (↑↓) and S = 1 (↑↑) are formed, which are 
separated by 2J with the spin triplet lying lower in energy than the spin singlet when J > 0 
(Figure 1. 8). When J = 0 the S = 0 and S = 1 states are degenerate. This can occur when the 
spins are non-interacting (no spatial overlap) or when the ferromagnetic (2K) and 
antiferromagnetic (4St) terms (Eqn. 1.1) happen to be equal and opposite. Based on Hund’s 
rules of maximum multiplicity, the most preferred alignment of the unpaired electrons in 
degenerate orthogonal orbitals (i.e. the overlap integral S = 0) is co-parallel. However for 
non-orthogonal orbitals finite overlap will stabilise the antiferromagnetic ground state.
108
  
The strength of communication between the neighbouring radicals has an effect on the 
magnetic properties, although the temperature and which these effects are observed are very 
much dependent on the magnitude of the J in comparison to thermal energy (kT). A common 
method used to estimate J is to measure magnetic susceptibility, m, as a function of T. Let 
us consider the simplest case in which two S = ½ ions interact antiferromagnetically (J < 0) 
to give an S = 0 ground state and an S = 1 triplet excited state. The magnetic susceptibility of 
the S = 0 ground state is m = 0 (from Eqn. 1.7) and the excited state has m = 2 Ng
22/3kT 
emu·mol
-1
. However the population of the S = 0 and S = 1 states varies with temperature, 
with the S = 1 state becoming increasingly populated at high temperature. The total 
magnetism can therefore be described using a Boltzman distribution and simplifies to the 
Bleaney-Bowers expression (Eqn. 1.8):
109
 
m = 2Ng
22.   3                       Eqn 1.8 
                                           3kT    3 + e
-2J/kT
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At low temperatures (kT << J) only the S = 0 ground state is populated and the sample 
appears diamagnetic (m = 0). However at elevated temperatures the S = 1 state becomes 
increasingly populated and there is an increase in paramagnetism upon warming (Figure 
1.10). For dimers there is a characteristic broad maximum in m indicative of 
antiferromagnetic coupling. As the magnitude of J increases then the triplet excited state 
becomes higher in energy and only becomes populated at elevated temperatures. 
Quantitative fitting of experimental m vs T data to a theoretical model therefore permits 
estimates of J which can be compared to those computed.  
 
Figure 1.10:  Temperature dependence of (left) m vs T and (right) mT vs T for an 
antiferromagnetically coupled dimer of S = ½ spins with different values of J 
(g=2.0). 
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For discrete clusters of interacting spins, many more spin states can be formed and the 
equations become more complex but exact solutions for their energies in terms of J can be 
determined. Conversely for one- or two-dimensional polymers there is an infinite number of 
spin states and exact solutions cannot readily be determined but a range of approximate 
methods have been employed to determine the temperature dependence of m for many of 
these topologies, such as those depicted in Figure 1.11. Notably for example a regular -
stack of radicals might be expected to exhibit linear chain behaviour when inter-chain 
interactions can be neglected whereas a Peierls’ distorted stack would be better represented 
as an alternating linear chain. For example the susceptibility of a linear chain can be 
expressed in terms of the Bonner-Fisher expression: 
110,111
 
 χ =
𝑁𝑔2𝛽2
𝑘𝑇
 
𝐴+𝐵(
𝐽
𝑘𝑇
)+𝐶(
𝐽
𝑘𝑇
)2
1+𝐷(
𝐽
𝑘𝑇
)+𝐸(
𝐽
𝑘𝑇
)
2
+F(
𝐽
𝑘𝑇
)3
     Eqn. 1.9 
For many spin topologies equations have already been developed and (a) the temperature 
dependence of the sample susceptibility can be predicted using the computed J value and 
compared to the experimental susceptibility and (b) the value of J can be fitted to the model 
to get a best estimate of J which can be compared with the computed value.  
In the absence of a pre-determined model, approaches to model the magnetism are 
substantially more complex and typically require the spin Hamiltonian for the interacting 
spins to be solved or the exact model approximated to a simpler model for which a solution 
is known. An alternative strategy recently developed by Novoa and Robb has shown that the 
application of statistical thermodynamics to a sufficiently large l × m × n array of spins can 
lead to a convergence in the predicted molar susceptibility
101
 and this has led to some elegant 
models which replicate the magnetic susceptibility over a broad range of temperatures. 
101 
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a) Linear chain 
 
b) Alternating chain 
 
           c) Square lattice             d) Honeycomb lattice 
Figure 1.11:  Some examples of one- and two-dimensional magnetic lattices 
In molecular systems the low symmetry of many molecules often leads to low symmetry 
(monoclinic or triclinic) crystal structures in which nearest neighbour interactions are not 
symmetry related, leading to more complex magnetic topologies, including structures which 
are intermediate between classical one- and two-dimensional systems, such as zig-zag 
chains, two and three-legged spin-ladders (Figure 1.12) in which the magnetic spin ground 
state can be very sensitive to the relative magnitudes of the different exchange interactions. 
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Such materials are of fundamental interest as experimental models for physicists probing 
concepts in low-dimensional magnetism. 
         
a) Two-legged spin ladder 
 
b) Three-legged spin ladder 
 
c) Zig-zag chain 
Figure 1.12:  Three types of intermediate-dimensionality magnetic lattices 
The effect of magnetic communication between spins is to lead to a deviation from pure 
Curie-behaviour. In many cases compounds will follow Curie-Weiss behaviour (Eqn. 1.10) 
in which the Weiss constant  is a mean field term which takes into account local (nearest 
neighbour interactions) and can be related to the individual nearest neighbour exchange 
couplings, Jab, by Eqn. 1.11. 
m =    Ng
22   . S(S+1)            Eqn. 1.10 
         3k(T – )        
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 = 2S(S+1)Jab/3k     Eqn. 1.11 
The effect of local ferromagnetic interactions  > 0 and antiferromagnetic interactions  < 0 
on the magnetic response are shown in Figure 1.13 and Curie-Weiss behaviour typically fits 
well in the regime T > . 
 
Figure 1.13:  Temperature dependence of (left) m vs T and (right) mT vs T for an S = ½ 
spin system with local ferromagnetic ( = +10 K) and antiferromagnetic ( = -
10 K) interactions in relation to a pure Curie S = ½ paramagnet ( = 0 K). 
Long Range Magnetic Order 
Long range magnetic order (LRO) occurs when there is magnetic communication in all three 
dimensions. Notably LRO only occurs once the thermal energy is much less than the 
weakest of the exchange interactions. For example if the spin topology is that of a 2-D lattice 
such as the honeycomb or square lattice (Figure 1.11) even if the intra-layer exchange (Jintra) 
is strong, long range order only occurs when the inter-layer exchange interactions, Jinter 
become significant in relation to kT. This dependence upon the weakest of the exchange 
interactions is a common reason for magnetic ordering at low temperature despite the 
presence of seemingly strong magnetic exchange pathways in one or more dimensions. In 
addition this weakest interaction can often dictate the overall type of magnetic order. For 
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example strong ferromagnetic intra-layer interactions (Jintra > 0) give rise to a 
ferromagnetically coupled layer but if Jinter < 0 then these layers align antiparallel at low 
temperature leading to an antiferromagnetic ground state. 
Three common types of long range order are possible based on a single paramagnetic 
building block: 
 Ferromagnetism 
 Antiferromagnetism 
 Canted antiferromagnetism (also known as weak ferromagnetism) 
Ferromagnetism. In a ferromagnetic material the magnetic exchange interactions (J) are 
positive, indicating a preferred co-parallel spin alignment which propagates throughout the 
solid. (See Figure 1.14). At high temperatures (kT > J) there is enough thermal energy to 
overcome the preferred spin orientation and the system is paramagnetic (with local 
ferromagnetic interactions). Upon cooling a magnetic phase transition occurs at the Curie 
temperature, TC, to generate a ferromagnetically ordered state in which there is a preferred 
axis of alignment known as the ‘easy axis’. The temperature of the transition is dependent on 
the magnitude of J (exchange interaction between neighbouring spins) as well as the size of 
spin and the number of interactions. Within the mean field approach (Eqn 1.10) TC =  = 
2J∙S(S+1)/3k. In reality TC <  since long range order depends on the smallest of the J 
values and TC =  only when all J values between spins are equivalent.  
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 Net Moment 
Figure 1.14:  Ferromagnets display a uniform, co-parallel orientation of spins and a net 
spontaneous magnetic moment. 
 
In the ferromagnetic state a spontaneous magnetic moment (preferred spin orientation) 
occurs even in the absence of an external field, leading to a spontaneous magnetisation. 
Within the ferromagnetic material entropy breaks the magnetically ordered structure into 
macroscopic regions of spin alignment (‘domains’) in which the direction of the spin 
orientation is not perfectly parallel with the neighbouring domains. These regions are 
separated by domain wall boundaries with energy stored in the domain wall boundary. Spin 
reorientation in an applied magnetic field therefore requires work to be done against the 
domain wall boundary leading to magnetic hysteresis (not to be confused with thermal 
hysteresis as discussed in section 1.1.2). where the region bound by the hysteresis loop 
reflects the energy required to move the domain wall boundary. For a ferromagnet the 
saturation magnetisation Msat = gS and the magnetic field to reorient the magnetic moment in 
the opposite direction is known as the coercive field (HC).  
Antiferromagnetism. Antiferromagnetism arises when the spins are aligned antiparallel and 
occurs when J is negative. (See Figure 1.15). If the exchange interaction propagates in all 
three dimensions then, in a similar fashion to ferromagnets, the material undergoes bulk 
ordering below a critical temperature known as the Néel temperature, TN. In this situation the 
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spins align antiparallel and no spontaneous magnetic moment is observed. Within the mean 
field approach for antiferromagnets, TN=|Ɵ| and again typically we find experimentally that 
TN < ||.  The preferred direction of spin alignment is known as the ‘easy axis.’ 
No Net Moment 
Figure 1.15:  Antiferromagnet displays a uniform antiparallel orientation of spins and does 
not display a spontaneous magnetic moment. 
 
Canted Antiferromagnetism (weak ferromagnetism). In a canted antiferromagnet the 
dominant interaction between the spins is antiferromagnetic, but a spontaneous magnetic 
moment exists due to a uniform misalignment of the spins from a perfectly antiparallel 
orientation where the spins are canted by a small angle with respect to the ‘easy axis’ (Figure 
1.16). The spin-canting is usually small (<5º) and gives rise to a spontaneous magnetic 
moment which is minuscule compared to the moments observed in ferromagnets (typically 
10
-2 
-10
-3
 times the size). The origin of the spin canting is competition between the 
antiferromagnetic exchange interaction J   (-J∙S1S2 which drives the spins to align 
antiparallel) in relation to the Dzyaloshinski-Moriya term d which is a cross-product 
(d∙S1S2) which is minimised when the spins are orthogonal. Notably the antisymmetric 
term d is only non-zero when the compound crystallises in a non-centric space group, i.e. a 
space group with a lack of crystallographic inversion centre between interacting spins. Since 
most molecules crystallise in centric space groups then spin-canting is rare. The resultant 
canting angle is determined by |d/J|. The terms ‘canted antiferromagnet’ and ‘weak 
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ferromagnet’ are used interchangeable and are identical in meaning, though it is appropriate 
to use TN 
 
and TC for the ordering temperature respectively, depending upon the term used. 
 
          Net Moment 
 
Figure 1.16:  A canted antiferromagnet displays a uniform spin arrangement with each spin 
canted with respect to the easy axis, leading to a small spontaneous moment 
perpendicular to the easy axis.  
 
 
1.2 Previous Theoretical Studies on the Magnetism of Thiazyl Radicals        
Thiazyl radicals comprise a large family of -delocalised heterocyclic C/N/S molecules of 
which the 1,2,3,5-dithiadiazolyl (DTDA) and 1,3,2-dithiazolyl (DTA) radicals have been 
particularly thoroughly studied in terms of their magnetic properties. A brief review of 
theoretical studies on DTDA radicals is presented here. Computational studies on the DTA 
system is the focus of this thesis and previous computational studies on DTA derivatives are 
also described in section 1.2.2.  
 
1.2.1 DTDA Radicals 
Most DTDA radicals dimerise in the solid state to afford  dimers which are typically 
considered as closed-shell diamagnetic dimers with intra-dimer S…S distances in the range 
2.9 – 3.1 Å.52 However a small number of DTDA radicals are found to be paramagnetic in 
the solid state and computational studies of their magnetic behaviour is described here.  
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Dichlorophenyl Dithiadiazolyls, Cl2C6H3DTDA 
Perchlorinated aromatics tends to adopt a so-called -sheet structure in which the aryl rings 
are regularly stacked with a ca. 3.8 – 4.0 Å separation.73,112 This is substantially larger than 
the conventional intra-dimer S…S contact within DTDA dimers. Competition between the 
preferred Cl…Cl separation and the preferred S…S intra-dimer interaction was examined by 
Constantinides et al. who examined the physical properties of dichlorophenyl DTDA 
radicals (Figure 1.17). These structures all adopt a distorted -stack motif but with a 
lengthening of the intra-dimer S…S contact (ca. 3.1 – 3.3 Å). The longer intermolecular 
contact leads to reduced orbital overlap integral S and smaller J. Unlike most conventional 
DTDA radicals, they observed the onset of paramagnetism upon warming which they 
attributed to thermal population of a low-lying triplet state (evidenced by EPR 
spectroscopy). A fit of the  vs T data to the Bleaney-Bowers equation (Equation 1.8) 
permitted the singlet-triplet energy (2J) between the radicals within the dimers to be in the 
range −904 to −1529 cm−1 consistent with strong antiferromagnetic coupling between the 
radicals that are observed in the dimer.
30,73
  
 
 
4-(2,3-Cl2C6H3)CNSSN 
(1) 
 
4-(3,5-Cl2C6H3)CNSSN 
(2) 
 
 
4-(2,5-Cl2C6H3)CNSSN   
(3) 
 
4-(3,4-Cl2C6H3)CNSSN 
(4) 
 
 
 
4-(2,4-Cl2C6H3)CNSSN 
(5) 
Figure 1.17: Various dichlorophenyl-1,2,3,5-dithiadiazolyl isomers 1 – 5. 
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This group also examined the effect of adjusting the intra-dimer S…S distance for the 
prototypical H-DTDA derivative and found that at distances below 3.1 Å the open-shell and 
closed-shell singlets were energetically equivalent and lower in energy than the triplet state, 
supporting a diamagnetic ground state. However at longer intermolecular distances the 
closed shell ‘pancake bond’ became destabilised and the spin ground state is computed to be 
the open shell singlet with a low-lying excited state triplet, with the singlet-triplet energies 
converging at larger intermolecular distances. These will be discussed in more detail in 
Chapter 4 in relation to related studies undertaken as part of this thesis.  
 
A small number of DTDA radicals have been characterised which adopt monomeric 
structures in the solid state in which dimerization has been inhibited. Computational studies 
have been undertaken to rationalise the observed paramagnetism and magnetic ordering in 
these compounds.
34, 44, 87, 92, 93, 94, 97, 98, 113-117
 
-p-NCC6F4DTDA 
The α-phase of the p-NCC6F4DTDA radical crystallises in the triclinic space group P-1 with 
one molecule in the asymmetric unit.
93
 The structure adopts a supramolecular chain motif 
implementing established CN
…S interactions which have proven to be structure 
directing in DTDA chemistry.
113
 It was the first reported DTDA radical not to dimerise in 
the solid state. The low crystallographic symmetry leads to many crystallographically 
independent nearest-neighbour contacts and a potentially complex magnetic network. DFT 
studies of the magnetic exchange interactions on p-NCC6F4DTDA by Luzon et al.
44,94
 used 
the B3LYP functional and two different basis sets: 6-31G** and 6-311G**. These 
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calculations displayed very good agreement between the two different basis sets, indicating 
that the smaller double and larger triple zeta basis sets provide self-consistent estimates of 
the magnetic exchange in these radicals. Notably of the nearest neighbour interactions, just 
two were significant reflecting a magnetic chain structure with alternating ferro- and 
antiferro-magnetic interactions. Work by Novoa and co-workers on this radical also 
reproduced similar estimates of the exchange terms using the B3LYP functional and 
implemented a statistical thermodynamics approach to model the magnetism of -p-
NCC6F4DTDA, accurately reproducing both the position and height of the maximum in the  
vs T graph.
98
   
 
 
     
 
Figure 1.18:   The molecular structure of -p-NCC6F4DTDA (left) and alternating-chain 
motif of the magnetic exchange interactions (right) [J1 = +10.9 cm
-1
, J2 = -
10.3 cm
-1
]. 
 
-p-NCC6F4DTDA 
Like the -phase described above, this too adopts the same supramolecular chain motif. 
However in the -phase the chains align coparallel with molecules crystallising in the polar 
orthorhombic space group Fdd2 with half a molecule in the asymmetric unit. This compound 
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undergoes long range order as a canted antiferromagnet below 36 K.
87
 The higher symmetry 
leads to fewer crystallographically unique nearest neighbour contacts and DFT calculations 
by both Luzon
94,97
 and Novoa
92,94
 are in good agreement that there is a single unique strong 
antiferromagnetic exchange coupling between radicals with each radical forming four such 
contacts to symmetry equivalent molecules in the solid state. (Figure 1.19) These contacts 
propagate in all three dimensions leading to a diamond-like magnetic topology.
114
 Once 
again Novoa implemented a statistical thermodynamics model to reproduce the temperature 
dependence of the magnetic susceptibility including the broad maximum in m down to the 
magnetic ordering temperature, TN.
92
 In addition Rawson implemented DFT coupled to 
crystallographic measurements under pressure to rationalise the increase in magnetic 
ordering temperature from 36 K to 70 K under pressure, revealing an excellent correlation 
between the increase in |J| and the increase in TN.
115
 
 
 
Figure 1.19:  -p-NCC6F4DTDA close contacts displaying the calculated magnetic 
interactions [J1= -32.58 cm
-1
 , J2= -0.03 cm 
-1
]. 
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p-BrC6F4DTDA
94,116
  
This is another radical in the p-XC6F4DTDA series which retains its monomeric nature in the 
solid state, but fails to undergo long range magnetic order. Here the structure is driven by 
polarisation of electron density from the softer Br rather than the S (as found in p-
NCC6F4DTDA above), leading to zig-zag chains of molecules linked via Br
…N 
interactions.
94
  
The magnetic behaviour of p-BrC6F4CNSSN follows Curie–Weiss behaviour (θ = −27 K) in 
the high temperature regime but does not exhibit either the signature λ-type peak or broad 
maximum above 1.8 K which heralds the onset of either long range or short-range AFM 
order, indicating a complex interplay between ferro- and antiferro-magnetic interactions.
116
 
DFT calculations revealed 3 different significant exchange pathways comprising a mixture 
of both ferro- and antiferro-magnetic interactions with |J| ranging from 7.62 – 9.86 cm-1. The 
mean-field approximation (Eqn. 1.11) based on J  led to an expected Weiss constant of −26 
K (6-31G**) or −24 K (6-311G**) in very good agreement with the observed value of θ = 
−27 K. 116 
 
Figure 1.20:  p-BrC6F4CNSSN and the magnetic model displaying the three significant J 
interactions [J1 = -9.86 cm
-1
, -7.62
 
cm
-1
, J2 = +8.51 cm
-1 
, +7.52
 
cm
-1 
, J3 = -
8.38 cm
-1 
, -8.25
 
cm
-1
]. 
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p-O2NC6F4DTDA
117
  
This compound is also monomeric and crystallises in the tetragonal space group P41212 with 
half a molecule in the asymmetric unit. Magnetic studies reveal that it is an organic 
ferromagnet with a Curie temperature of 1.3 K under ambient pressure.
117
 The high 
symmetry leads to a small number of unique intermolecular nearest neighbour contacts and 
computational studies reveal excellent agreement again between experimentally estimated 
and computed values.
34
 Of these interactions, the strongest propagates via an S…N contact 
and is weakly ferromagnetic (J1 = +1.14 cm
−1
), whereas other interactions are more than an 
order of magnitude smaller (J2 = -0.03 cm
-1
). Two different basis sets: 6-31G** and 6-
311G** were used for the analysis of the exchange interactions and predict Weiss constants 
of +1.80 K and +1.64 K respectively, indicating once more the good agreement between 
double- and triple- basis sets for these molecules.94 Each molecule forms four such 
ferromagnetic exchange pathways which propagate in all three dimensions, consistent with 
the observation of bulk ordering.  
 
       
                    
 
Figure 1.21:  Structure of p-O2NC6F4CNSSN (left) and the one significant ferromagnetic 
nearest neighbour interactions, J1 = +1.14 cm
−1
 (right). 
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1.2.2 DTA Radicals 
EPR studies in solution have revealed that derivatives of 1,3,2-DTAs differ substantially 
from the 1,2,3,5- and 1,3,2,4-DTDA radicals because they do not display a strong affinity to 
dimerize;
118
 whilst Hdim for 1,3,2-DTA’s is estimated to be ca. 0 kJ/mol,
52
 it is ca. 35 
kJ/mol for 1,2,3,5-DTDAs
52
 and 19 kJ/mol for 1,3,2,4-DTDAs.
52
 Such behaviour is 
extended to the solid state with many crystalline DTA derivatives retaining their 
paramagnetism. DTA radicals display various crystal packing motifs which can be broadly 
split into two categories; π-stacked and herringbone motifs (Figure 1.13). The main focus of 
this thesis is a theoretical study of the exchange interactions in DTA radicals. Chapter 2 will 
investigate structures which adopt π-stacked motifs whereas Chapter 3 focuses on those 
which exhibit a herringbone packing pattern.  
 
Figure 1.22:  Crystal packing of neutral aromatics typically adopt π-stacked (left) or 
herringbone (right) packing motifs. 
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-stacked Motifs: DTA derivatives bearing multiple electronegative N atoms appear to 
stabilise the formation of -stacked arrangements due to combinations of multiple stabilising 
C-H…N and S…N inter-stack interactions. As described in section 1.2.2, the π-π stacking 
motif coupled with the low dimerisation enthalpy of DTA radicals, bestows seemingly 
unique magnetic properties on many of these 1,3,2-DTA derivatives. At low temperatures 
they typically demonstrate dimeric π-stacked structures, which are diamagnetic. However, as 
the temperature rises the crystal structure undergoes a phase transition to a regular π-stacked 
system with inter-planar separations between radicals of ca 3.7 Å, rendering them 
paramagnetic. Residual orbital overlap (4St > 0) leads to antiferromagnetic interactions 
along the stacking direction leading to low-dimensional magnetic behaviour.
71
 These 
structural phase transitions lead to discontinuities in their magnetic response which can be 
deemed as a spin-switching (diamagnetic-paramagnetic) phenomenon.
119
 
Herringbone Motifs: In the absence of electrostatically favourable structure-directing 
interactions then herringbone motifs seem preferable forming C-H… contacts. For example 
a comparison of BDTA and PDTA reveal ‘double-herring bone’ vs -stacked motifs as two 
C-H groups are replaced by N. Similarly NDTA and QDTA also adopt herringbone and -
stacked motifs (Figure 1.23). 
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Figure 1.23  Herringbone motifs of BDTA and NDTA (left) vs PDTA and QDTA (right) 
which adopt -stacked structures.   
 
Few studies have been undertaken to date on the exchange interactions of these DTA 
radicals, but those studies which have been undertaken are reviewed here. 
TTTA: A series of computational studies on the exceptional behaviour of the spin-transition 
compound TTTA (Figure 1.6) have been undertaken by Awaga, Novoa and Rawson.
56-59
 
TTTA is the most extensively studied DTA due to the large window of bistability which 
encompasses room temperature.
56,57,120
 The HT phase (monomer) displays a regular π-stack 
arrangement whereas the LT phase (dimer) displays a slipped dimeric -stack.  Modelling 
the magnetic data of the HT phase to a one-dimensional chain model resulted in a strong 
intra-chain  antiferromagnetic exchange term, Jintra of -320 K with weaker inter-chain 
interactions of Jʹ of -60 K. 61 These are comparable with those computed by DFT (Jintra = -
 42 
 
135 cm
-1
 and the fitted value used in the 1-D chain is Jintra = -222 cm
-1
).
120,121
 Although the 
intra-chain interactions are an order of magnitude larger than the inter-chain interactions, 
inclusion of additional terms would be necessary to model the low temperature data. 
However the compound undergoes a phase transition at low temperature to a slipped dimer 
motif. In this LT phase the system is diamagnetic in agreement with the large computed 
intra-dimer antiferromagnetic exchange. The LT phase is modelled by a Bleaney-Bowers 
dimer  with Jintra = -1755 cm
-1
.
58
 
1.3 Aims of the Project 
Despite the burgeoning number of 1,3,2-DTA radicals reported in the literature, relatively 
few detailed computational studies of the exchange interactions in conjunction with SQUID 
measurements have been reported. The previous studies on the DTDA radicals revealed that 
calculations at both the B3LYP/6-31G* and B3LYP/6-311G* levels provided good 
quantitative estimates of the exchange interactions, J which were in excellent agreement 
with those estimated from experimental magnetic data. The objective of this thesis was 
therefore to extend such studies to the examination of the magnetic properties of a series of 
reported DTA radicals. Specific objectives were to: 
a)  Compute the nearest-neighbour interactions; 
b) Examine the effect of the basis set on the sign and magnitude of the exchange 
interactions; 
c)  Derive appropriate magnetic models based on the computed J values and, where 
possible, attempt to model the magnetism of the DTA radical and compare the computed 
J values with those estimated from a fit to the experimental magnetic data. 
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The results of these studies are divided into two Chapters; Chapter 2 focuses on -stacked 
DTA radicals, many of which exhibit spin-transition behaviour, whereas Chapter 3 focuses 
on DTA radicals which adopt herringbone motifs. The results from these studies revealed 
that the sign and magnitude of the exchange interaction J is sensitive to the relative position 
and orientation of the interacting radical pair. Chapter 4 describes computational studies on 
dimer pairs based on the prototypical BDTA radical in order to probe the effect of distance 
and atomic displacement on the nature of the spin ground state. Such data are intended to 
help design future DTAs with more well defined magnetic response. 
1.4 Methodology 
The magnetic exchange interaction, J, can be estimated based on some knowledge of the 
solid state structure and implements the established first principles bottom-up approach
101
 
which is further explained in experimental methods. 
1.4.1. Experimental Methods 
There are four general steps which follows this order for this application: 
1) Evaluate all nearest neighbor interactions which are less than the sum of the van der 
Waals’ radii +0.5 Å from the S or N atom of each crystallographically independent 
molecule, i.e. 3.6 Å for S…S, 3.4 Å for S…N and 3.2 Å for N…N contacts. These JAB 
pairs were selected since previous calculations have shown that ca. 80% of the spin 
density is located on the DTA ring. This was undertaken through an examination of each 
crystal structure through Mercury and each radical pair saved as a *.mol2 file. 
2) For each unique A-B radical pair within the crystal structure, compute the microscopic 
JAB magnetic exchange interaction (see section 1.4.2). 
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3) Neglect any JAB interactions which are small in relation to the largest JAB exchange 
term. Determine the magnetic topology based on the non-negligible JAB values.  
4) Calculate the macroscopic magnetic properties of the crystal based on the calculated JAB 
values and the appropriate magnetic model within Excel.  
1.4.2. Computational Details 
All DFT calculations were undertaken in unrestricted mode using single point energy 
calculations based on the crystallographically determined geometry within Jaguar version 
8.1, 9.8 and 10.1
122
 running on an Asus Intel(R) Core (TM) i5-4200U CPU@ 1.60GHz 8.00 
GB RAM with 64-bit operating system or Lenovo Intel (R) Core (TM) i7-4770 CPU @ 3.40 
GHz 16.0 GB RAM with 64-bit operating system. For each crystallographic pair the total 
energy and expectation value were computed for the triplet and broken symmetry singlet 
configurations using the B3LYP functional and 6-311G* basis set. The broken symmetry 
singlet was specified using the ioss = 1 command line in the input file. Convergence criteria 
were typically set for 1 × 10
-9
 Hartree, but where convergence proved difficult a stricter 
restriction of 1 × 10
-12
 Hartree was set to ensure that this was an energy minimum. 
Calculations used a fine grid density and ultra-fine accuracy level setting. Additional 
convergence criteria maximum iterations settings set for 120-240 cycles. 
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Chapter 2 
DFT Studies on π -Stacked DTA Radicals  
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2.1 Introduction 
DTA radicals pack in a variety of ways, of which the most common are: regular π-stacked, 
distorted (dimeric) π-stacked, herringbone and dimer herringbone motifs. The structures and 
physical properties of DTA radicals which adopt π-stacked motifs were briefly discussed in 
Chapter 1 (Section 1.2.2). In this Chapter, computational studies on DTA radicals which 
adopt this particular motif are described, whereas herringbone motifs are the central topic of 
discussion for Chapter 3.  
Unlike the DTDA radicals, where extensive studies of the magnetic exchange interactions 
have been undertaken (Chapter 1.2), DFT studies on DTAs are scarce; computational studies 
have been undertaken on the phase transition radical TTTA (Section 1.2.2) and a recent 
study on 3-NCBDTA was described by Li
1
 et al. during the course of this work who 
conducted a First-Principles Full Potential Linearized Augmented Plane Wave (FPLAPW). 
Their studies will be compared with calculations on the electronic structure and magnetic 
properties of 3-NCBDTA which are discussed in Section 2.2.3. With these notable 
exceptions, a detailed computational study of the majority of π-stacked DTA radicals is 
necessary in order to more fully understand their magnetic properties.  
2.2 Results and Discussion 
2.2.1 DMOBDTA, (MeO)2C6H2S2N
•
 
The DMOBDTA radical (Figure 2.1) was originally reported by Navarro-Moratalla and 
coworkers
2
 and found to be monomeric in the solid state with SQUID magnetic 
measurements confirming the sample to be paramagnetic with local antiferromagnetic 
interactions. No previous attempt was made to describe the magnetism. In order to more 
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fully understand the magnetic response of DMOBDTA, a “first principles bottom-up 
approach” was employed.3 
S
N
S
O
O
 
Figure 2.1: DMOBDTA. 
2.2.1.a Basis Set Analysis  
Previous computational studies on the 1,2,3,5-dithiadiazolyl (DTDA) radicals had shown 
that the sign and magnitude of the exchange interaction are not particularly sensitive to the 
choice of basis set (Section 1.2.1). However few studies have been undertaken on the 1,3,2-
DTA derivatives and so the 3ʹ,4ʹ-dimthoxy-benzo-1,3,2-dithiazolyl radical was used as a 
test-bed upon which to determine the appropriate basis set(s) for subsequent calculations, i.e. 
to determine the basis set which provided the lowest energy in a computationally reasonable 
timeframe.  
In order to establish an appropriate basis set, one arbitrary pair of DMOBDTA radicals was 
extracted from the crystal structure (Figure 2.2) and the energy of the triplet state computed 
using Pople basis sets of differing sizes and using identical convergence criteria etc. (See 
Figure 2.2). Initial increases in basis set from 6-31G to 6-311G to 6-311G* led to a rapid 
decrease in energy but inclusion of additional diffuse and polarisation functions did not 
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lower the energy significantly whilst substantially increasing computational time. As a 
consequence the basis set 6-311G* was used predominantly throughout this project.   
 
Figure 2.2:  Relative energy of the triplet state (bottom) of a DMOBDTA dimer pair (top) 
as a function of the number of basis functions computed at the UB3LYP level 
with various basis sets. 
 
2.2.1.b Computational Studies of the Exchange Interactions in DMOBDTA  
Theoretical calculations were used to determine the dominant intermolecular 
magnetic exchange pathways that dictate the magnetic topology of DMOBDTA. As 
described in Chapter 1, this can then be used to aid modelling and interpretation of the 
macroscopic properties such as the magnetic susceptibility and heat capacity.
4
 A set of eight 
chemically distinct nearest-neighbour radical pairs were selected based on specific contacts 
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such as S…S, S…N, N…N and S…C with a contact distance in the range of the sum of the 
Van der Waals radii ± 0.5 Å. The values of JAB for all nearest neighbour interactions are 
presented in Table 2.1 and are based on calculations using the 6-311G* basis set. Of these 
eight different radical pairs (d1-d8), just two presented non-negligible magnetic exchange 
interactions which were 3 to 10 times larger than all other interactions (J/k = -43 K and J/k = 
-24 K, See Table 2.1). Selected nearest-neighbour interactions are presented in Figure 2.3. 
An analysis of these interactions revealed each molecule exhibited two of the strong and one 
of the weak interactions, defining a distorted honeycomb topology (Figure 2.4). These 
calculated exchange interactions are in qualitative agreement with the experimentally 
observed antiferromagnetic interactions for DMOBDTA.
2 
 
Table 2.1:  Unrestricted DFT broken symmetry UB3LYP/ 6-311G* results for the 
magnetic interactions of the eight interactions within DMOBDTA. 
Pathway Contact d (Å) JAB (cm
-1
) JAB/k (K) 
J1(180 K) S…S 3.574(9) -30 -43 
J2(180 K) S…C  
 
3.764(3) 
3.607(3) 
3.596(2) 
3.702(2) 
-17 -24 
J3(180 K) S…S 3.733(1) +2 +2 
J4(180 K)  3.408(9) -5 -6 
J5(180 K) S…C  3.830(3) +1 +1 
J6(180 K) C…C 3.601(3) 0 0 
J7(180 K)  3.766(4) 0 0 
J8(180 K)  3.660(4) 
3.832(4) 
+1 +1 
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Figure 2.3: Representation of selected nearest-neighbour contacts to the unique 
crystallographically independent DMOBDTA molecule. Symmetry equivalent 
molecules are shown in the same colour. The two non-negligible exchange 
interactions correspond to the blue (J2(180 K)= -24 K) and green (J1(180 K)=-43 
K)  colours. While the magenta (J4(180 K)=-6 K) and red (J3(180 K)=+2 K) 
correspond to some of the weaker interactions.  
 
 
Figure 2.4:  3ʹ,4ʹ-dimethoxy-benzo-1,3,2-dithiazolyl and magnetic representation of a 
distorted honeycomb lattice from J1=-43 K and J2=-24 K .  
 
Within the mean field model of magnetic susceptibility, the Weiss constant can be expressed 
as: 
 = 2zJavS(S+1)/3k     Eqn. 2.1 
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In this method each spin is assumed to feel an average local magnetic field (interaction, Jav) 
from the z nearest neighbour spins each of spin S. From the experimentally measured value 
of  (-123 K),2 and assuming three non-negligible exchange interactions, an average value 
for J around -41 K can be determined. This is somewhat larger than the weighted average of 
the individual exchange couplings (-37 K), but indicates that the computed J values are 
certainly of the right magnitude. 
2.2.1.c. The Magnetic Susceptibility χ(T) of DMOBDTA.  
The DFT calculations suggest that the magnetic topology of DMOBDTA can be 
described as a distorted honeycomb motif (Figure 2.4) in which the two dominant 
interactions were both estimated to be antiferromagnetic; J1 = -42 K and J2 = -24 K. An 
exact solution for this magnetic lattice has not been determined but we can approximate the 
behaviour of DMOBDTA in two ways: 
(i) We assume J1 ~ J2 and apply the regular honeycomb lattice model to describe the 
susceptibility or; 
(ii) We assume J1 >> J2 and therefore assume J2 is negligible in which case the honeycomb 
model breaks down to the regular Heisenberg chain model. 
An expression for the regular honeycomb lattice was originally reported by Rushbrooke and 
Wood,
4,5
 and the position (Tmax) and maximum (max) are directly related to J by:
7
  
  𝜏𝑚 =
𝑘𝐵𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥
|𝑱|𝑆(𝑆 + 1)⁄      Eqn. 2.2 
𝜒𝑚
′ =
𝜒𝑚𝑎𝑥|𝑱|
𝑁𝑔2𝜇𝐵
2⁄                                                     Eqn. 2.3 
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where χʹm = 0.0584 and τm = 1.87±5 are constants for the honeycomb model, S = ½ for 
DMOBDTA, 𝑘𝐵is the Boltzmann constant and Tmax is the temperature where the maximum 
is reached. For DMOBDTA, the experimental temperature dependence of the magnetic 
susceptibility revealed Tmax is ~ 50 K and χmax is ~ 0.0018 emu∙mol
-1
 . These provide 
estimates for J of ~ -36 K via Eqn. 2.2 and ~ -49 K via Eqn. 2.3, in line with the value 
estimated from the Curie-Weiss behaviour (-41 K). 
Recent Monte Carlo methods have been developed which model the honeycomb lattice 
based on a model of spin-½ interacting spins
8,9
, providing an estimate of the susceptibility in 
the temperature range up to 2 × |J|. Attempts to fit the behaviour of DMOBDTA using this 
approach reproduced the position and height of the maximum of χ (blue line, Figure 2.5) 
using |J| = 66.5 K with g = 2.00 but failed to reproduce the data across the entire temperature 
range, suggesting that the idealised honeycomb lattice is not a perfect match for the 
behaviour of DMOBDTA.  
The alternative approach was to neglect the weaker interaction, J2, thereby affording a linear 
chain model. An estimate for the J value for an AFM Bonner Fisher linear chain model of S 
= ½ spins can again be estimated from the temperature and height of the maximum in 10,11: 
 𝜒𝑚𝑎𝑥 ≈
0.07346(𝑁𝑔2𝜇𝐵
2 )
𝑱⁄                                                 Eqn. 2.4 
𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥 ≈ 1.282𝑱/𝑘𝐵                                                  Eqn. 2.5 
Based on these expressions, J can be estimated as ~ - 82 K and ~ - 78 K, both somewhat 
larger than the values estimated using the honeycomb lattice and computed using DFT. A 
curve-fit to the linear chain model
12,13
 proved entirely inadequate unless a mean-field 
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correlation was employed to account for the additional interaction, J2. The linear chain 
model without the mean-field correlation (See orange line, Figure 2.5) reproduces the 
position of the maximum (Tmax) with J = -50 K but the height of the maximum is poorly 
reproduced indicating significant inadequacies in the linear chain model. Given the similar 
magnitude of J1 and J2, this is hardly surprising. Inclusion of an additional mean field term, 
, to reflect the inter-chain interaction J2, reproduced the position, some of the shape of the 
curve, and the maximum in χ (See red line, Figure 2.5). However, the best fit afforded J = -
13 K and a mean-field correction factor, θ = -107 K. Clearly the magnitude of  ( > |J|) 
indicates that the linear chain model is inadequate to describe the behaviour of DMOBDTA. 
Conversely an analysis of the Weiss constant and honeycomb lattice models provided better 
agreement with the computed J values, indicating that DMOBDTA approximates more 
closely to a honeycomb lattice motif.    
 
 
Figure 2.5:  Temperature dependence of χ for DMOBDTA, χ vs T graph (Blue line is the 
honeycomb model J = -67 K; red line is the linear chain J = -13 K,  = -107 
K and orange line is the linear chain with the  = 0 K and J = -50 K.)   
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2.2.2 3ʹ,4ʹ-dioxolyl-benzo-1,3,2-dithiazolyl (DOXLBDTA)  
The DOXLBDTA radical (Figure 2.6) comprises a distorted -stacked structure comprising 
two crystallographically independent π*–π* dimers with intra-dimer S…S distances in the 
range 3.291(3)–3.381(3) Å (Figure 2.7). These are comparable with other *-* dithiazolyl 
dimers that are in the range 3.097(2)–3.511(5) Å.14-23 The dimers form a distorted π-stacked 
structure parallel to the crystallographic a-axis with inter-dimer S…S distances in the range 
3.762(3)–3.907(3) Å which is comparable to other dimeric dithiazolyl radicals16,18-23  (Figure 
2.7). 
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Figure 2.6:   DOXLBDTA 
 
Figure 2.7:  Distances and magnetic exchange interactions of 3′,4′-dioxolyl-benzo-1,3,2-
dithiazolyl.  
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Magnetic studies on DOXLBDTA revealed it was essentially diamagnetic below 250 K with 
a slow increase in paramagnetism on warming to room temperature. This was attributed to a 
strong antiferromagnetic interaction
2
 within the dimer units.  
2.2.2.a Computational Studies of the Exchange Interactions in DOXLBDTA  
The radical crystallised with four molecules in the asymmetric unit, comprising two *…* 
dimers
2 
with fourteen different nearest-neighbour radical-radical pairs (d1-d14), based on 
specific contacts such as S…S and S…C with a contact distance within the range of the sum 
of the Van der Waals radii ± 0.5 Å. Of these fourteen pairs only three exhibited non-
negligible interactions at the B3LYP/6-311G* level (Table 2.2). The dominant interactions 
were calculated to be J1= -229 K, J2= -1861 K and J5= -1755 K and all very strongly 
antiferromagnetic. All other interactions are an order of magnitude or smaller than the two 
strongest interactions. 
Table 2.2:  Unrestricted DFT broken symmetry UB3LYP/ 6-311G* results for the 
magnetic interactions of the fourteen interactions within the two π*–π* 
DOXLBDTA dimers.  
Pathway Contacts d (Å) JAB (cm
-1
) JAB/k (K) 
J1(180 K) S…S 3.762(3) -194 -229 
J2(180 K)  3.381(3) 
3.242(3) 
-1303 -1861 
J3(180 K) 
 
 3.801(3) 
3.788(3) 
-15 -22 
J4(180 K)  3.890(2) -2 -2 
J5(180 K)  3.291(3) 
3.341(3) 
-1228 -1755 
J6(180 K)  3.718(3) -2 -3 
J7(180 K)  3.559(3) -3 -4 
J8(180 K)  3.725(2) +3 +4 
J9(180 K)  3.511(3) +9 +12 
J10(180 K) S…C 3.661(9) +36 +51 
J11(180 K)  3.787(7) 0 0 
J12(180 K)  3.535(8) 0 0 
J13(180 K)  3.728(7) -23 -33 
J14(180 K)  3.568(8) 0 0 
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2.2.2.b. The Magnetic Susceptibility χ(T) of DOXLBDTA.  
The DFT calculations suggest that the magnetic topology of DOXLBDTA is best 
represented as:  
a) a pair of crystallographically independent exchange-coupled dimers if only J2= -1861 K 
and J3= -1755 K are considered or, if J1= -229 K is considered significant; 
b) as a discrete linear tetramer, comprising modest antiferromagnetic coupling between two 
pairs of very strongly antiferromagnetically coupled S = ½ ions.   
Magnetic studies on DOXLBDTA indicate that it is essentially diamagnetic to 250 K with a 
weak paramagnetic contribution observed as the temperature approaches room temperature. 
With such strong antiferromagnetic interactions, the compound is not expected to exhibit 
Curie-Weiss behaviour in the temperature range studied (Curie-Weiss behaviour typically 
occurs when kT > |J|). The magnetic susceptibility for the case of two interacting S = ½ spins 
was originally investigated by Bleaney and Bowers for the case of two interacting Cu
II
 ions 
in copper acetate, Cu2(OAc)4·2H2O.
24,25
 However this expression is equally applicable to 
other systems of interacting S = ½ spins such as organic radicals. Here the interaction 
between two S = ½ ions gives rise to an ST = 0 and an ST = 1 electronic configuration. For 
antiferromagnetic interactions the diamagnetic ST = 0 state is the ground state and there is an 
ST = 1 triplet state lying |2J| above the ground state. In the low temperature region the 
magnetic susceptibility of DOXLBDTA reveals a ‘Curie-tail’ associated with 1.05 % S = ½ 
defect sites. The increase in  on warming above 250 K reflects thermal population of the ST 
= 1 state. A fit of the temperature dependence of  reproduces the position and most of the 
shape of the curve even in the HT region with         J  = -1660 K and g = 2.005 (See Figure 
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2.8 solid blue line). The value of J is in good agreement with the two dominant exchange 
interactions computed using DFT methods (J2 = -1861 K, J3 = -1755 K). 
 
Figure 2.8:  χ vs T graph for DOXLBDTA (blue line is the curve fit to the Bleaney-
Bowers dimer model) from 0-350 K where the black circles represent 
experimental data. 
 
This behaviour is analogous to several other DTA and DTDA radicals
2
 and has been 
attributed to the commencement of breakdown of the π*–π* dimers at elevated temperatures. 
The good agreement between the calculated model and the experimental data reflects the 
ability of these microscopic DFT calculations to accurately reproduce the macroscopic 
behaviour.  
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2.2.3 The Magnetic Behaviour of the Phase-transition compound, 3-cyanobenzodithiazolyl 
3-NCBDTA 
The dithiazolyl radical 3-NCBDTA (Figure 2.9) adopts a -stacked structure and is 
one of a series of compounds in which a solid state phase transition occurs between a 
distorted -stack and a regular -stack (Chapter 1.2.2) which occurs at 250 K for 3-
NCBDTA. The absence of thermal hysteresis indicates a negligible activation energy to 
lattice reorganisation.
17
 Studies on other DTA radicals have suggested that such activation 
energies are associated with the cleavage (and subsequent reformation) of intermolecular 
contacts. In the case of 3-NCBDTA, the absence of hysteresis suggests that the phase 
transition likely occurs without cleavage of any significant intermolecular contacts.
19
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Figure 2.9: 3-NCBDTA 
2.2.3.a Previous Structural Studies of the LT  and HT Phases of 3-NCBDTA 
The crystal structure of the low temperature (LT) phase of 3-NCBDTA determined at 
180 K reveals it adopts a distorted π-stacked structure (Figure 2.10 left) with intra-dimer 
S…S contacts of 3.263 and 3.347 Å. The dimers are linked by longer inter-dimer S…S 
contacts at 3.886 and 3.971 Å. 
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Figure 2.10:  LT phase at 180 K (left-dimer) and 300 K (right-linear chain) perpendicular 
stacking of 3-NCBDTA along with their appropriate magnetic model.  
The HT phase of 3-NCBDTA determined at 300 K displays a regular π-stacked motif 
with intermolecular contacts along the regular π-stacked direction equidistant at 3.665 Å. 
(Figure 2.10, right).  
2.2.3.b Computed Magnetic Exchange Interactions of the LT and HT Phases of 3-
NCBDTA 
The Jab for the HT phase and LT phase were computed and tabulated (Table 2.3). For the HT 
phase just one of the interactions is non-negligible (-409 K) and much stronger than all the 
other values and corresponds to the interaction along the regular -stacking direction. The 
inter-stack exchange couplings for the HT are all an order of magnitude weaker which range 
from 0 to -19 K. For the LT phase one significant interaction is observed (-1877 K). The 
inter-stack exchange couplings for the LT are all an order of magnitude weaker which range 
from -21 to -96 K. Thus the phase transition from HT to LT upon cooling would appear to be 
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associated with a change in magnetic topology from a linear chain model in the HT phase to 
a dimer model in the LT phase.  
The absence of a broad maximum in the χ vs T plot of the HT phase with an increase 
in χ upon warming suggests that the magnitude of the antiferromagnetic coupling is large 
such that the expected maximum in χ occurs above room temperature.  
Table 2.3:  Unrestricted DFT broken symmetry UB3LYP/ 6-311G* results for the 
calculated magnetic interactions of the dominant interaction within the HT 
and LT phases of the 3-NCBDTA.  
Pathway Contact d (Å) JAB (cm
-1
) JAB/k (K) 
HT Monomer 
J1(300 K) 
 
 
S…S 
 
3.665(3)  
3.981(3) 
 
-286 
 
-409 
J2(300 K) S…N 3.322(5) -13 -19 
J3(300 K)  3.683(7) 0 0 
J4(300 K)  3.556(7) 0 0 
J5(300 K) S…C 3.809(7) 
3.617(6) 
0 0 
J6(300 K)  3.648(7) 
3.814(6) 
0 0 
LT Dimer 
J1(180 K) 
 
 
  
3.347(1) 
4.082(1) 
3.263(1) 
 
 
-1313 
 
 
-1877 
J2(180 K) 
 
 3.886(1) 
3.928(1) 
3.971(1) 
 
-67 
 
-96 
J3(180 K)  4.049(1) -15 -21 
*these values were used as starting points for curve-fitting the experimental magnetic data which afforded JHT = 
-330 K and JLT = -2575 K (g=2.0061). 
To summarize, the largest changes in the size of the magnetic exchange interactions 
are produced within the chains. While inter-chain magnetic interactions are present they are 
one to two orders of magnitude smaller and the magnetism of both LT and HT phases of 3-
NCBDTA is expected to be dominated by the intra-stack exchange processes. 
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2.2.3.c Temperature Dependence of  and Magnetic Susceptibility of 3-NCBDTA 
The magnetic susceptibility, χ, of a crystalline sample of 3-NCBDTA in the temperature 
range 50 - 350 K reveals two distinct regions, with a discontinuity evident at 250 K 
associated with the first order phase transition between LT and HT phases (Figure 2.11).  
In the LT phase, the DFT calculations indicate that the magnetism of 3-NCBDTA is best 
described as isolated dimers of S = ½ spins with a singlet ground state (ST = 0) and a triplet 
excited state (ST =1). At low temperature the sample is essentially diamagnetic with a small 
‘Curie-tail’ evident corresponding to a small amount of monomer radical (less than 0.5 %) 
arising from defect sites in the crystal lattice which can be taken into account using the 
expression: 
      χ
total
= (z)χ
dimer
+ 2(1-z)*χ
monomer
                            Eqn. 2.6 
As the temperature increases above 200 K an increase in χ is observed corresponding to 
thermal population of the triplet state. A fit to the Bleaney-Bowers expression
24,25
 (See Eqn. 
1.8 in Chapter 1) for an S = ½ dimer model yielded J/k = -2575 K, in reasonable agreement 
with the computed value of -1877 K, i.e. strongly antiferromagnetic. A characteristic of 
AFM coupling is that, as the temperature decreases, χ∙T decreases.  In the LT region χ∙T ~ 0 
emu∙K/mol which is in good agreement with the expected ST = 0 ground state but begins to 
increase above 200 K as the ST = 1 state becomes significantly thermally populated.   
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Figure 2.11:  χ vs T graph low temperature dimer and high temperature monomer of the 3- 
NCBDTA from 50-350 K per mole of monomer. The purple line is the fit to the 
Bleaney-Bowers expression for the LT phase, the red line is the fit to the 
regular antiferromagnetic chain model for the HT phase with J dependent on 
the temperature and the orange dashed line is the fit of the AFM chain for the 
HT phase with J independent on the temperature.   
    
Figure 2.12:  χ∙T vs T graph low temperature dimer and high temperature monomer of the 
3- NCBDTA from 50-350 K per mole of monomer (the purple line is the fit to 
the Bleaney-Bowers expression for the LT phase, the red line is the fit to the 
regular antiferromagnetic chain model for the HT phase with J dependent on 
the temperature and the orange dashed line is the fit of the AFM chain for the 
HT phase with J independent on the temperature. 
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In the HT region (T > 250 K), the decrease in ∙T upon cooling is indicative of 
antiferromagnetic interactions, in agreement with the computed value of the dominant 
interaction in the HT regime (J = -409 K).  Even at the upper limit of the experimental data 
(350 K) the value of ∙T (Figure 2.17) is substantially less than that expected for an S = ½ 
spin (0.375 emu·K/mol) indicating that J is large (in relation to kT) and negative. In the HT 
phase a good fit to the data could only be achieved if the magnitude of the exchange 
coupling, J, is dependent on the temperature. 
A temperature dependent factor (J = a + bT
2
, where a = - 400 K and b = 0.00065 K
-1
)
 
was introduced into the linear chain model (See equation 1.9 in Chapter 1).
26
 This 
temperature dependence of J is not unexpected given some thermal expansion of the lattice 
on warming and an increased intermolecular separation leading to reduced overlap (see 
section 2.2.3.d). Based on this expression for the temperature dependence of J, the value of J 
at 180 K is -379 K in excellent agreement with that computed by DFT based on the crystal 
structure (-409 K). This temperature dependent J reproduces both  and T vs T plots for the 
HT phase. For comparison, the T independent J fit for the HT phase is shown in Figures 
2.11 and 2.12 as an orange dashed line (J = -330 K) but fails to reproduce  and T vs T 
plots across the region 250 -350 K.  
2.2.3.d Additional Structural Studies of the LT Phase of 3-NCBDTA (2 – 200 K) 
Additional low temperature structure determinations on 3-NCBDTA have been 
determined in the region 2 – 200 K in the group of J.A.K. Howard (University of Durham, 
UK).
27
 These studies were undertaken to permit a better understanding of the effect of 
temperature on the strength of the exchange interaction in these systems. Since the strength 
of the exchange interaction depends upon the degree of orbital overlap then lattice 
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contraction and associated changes in relative atomic displacements, which occur upon 
cooling, may give rise to some changes in orbital overlap and hence strength of the magnetic 
communication. For example, in -p-NCC6F4CNSSN, DFT computations based on the 
structure at 12 K revealed several additional exchange couplings which were significant at 
low temperature but which were insignificant at elevated temperatures.
28 
The geometric 
parameters for the LT phase between 2 and 200 K are presented in Figure 2.13. These 
experiments reveal a marked decrease in intra-dimer S…S contact upon cooling from 200 K 
to 75 K followed by more modest decreases upon further cooling. The inter-dimer contacts 
also decrease upon cooling.  
200 K 
 
75 K 
 
33 K 
 
2 K 
 
Figure 2.13:  Intra-stack contacts measured at 200 K (top left), 75 K (top right), 33 K 
(bottom left) and 2 K (bottom right). 
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2.2.3.e Effect of Temperature on the Magnetism of the LT Phase of 3-NCBDTA (2 – 200 
K) 
The exchange couplings in the range 2 – 200 K were computed and presented in 
Table 2.4. As the temperature decreases, the magnitude of both intra-dimer exchange (J1) 
and inter-dimer exchange (J2) increase as the temperature decreases consistent with 
increased overlap between the π* orbitals. 
In all cases from 2 to 300 K, there is one dominant exchange term J which is strongly 
antiferromagnetic. In all cases |J| >> kT so that these changes do not significantly affect the 
magnetism of the LT phase. However similar subtle changes to the intermolecular separation 
of the HT phase, where J is smaller, are expected to be more pronounced and qualitatively 
consistent with the temperature-dependence observed in the HT phase of 3-NCBDTA. 
2.2.4 The Magnetic Behaviour of the Phase-transition Compound, DOXBDTA 
The 3,6-dioxyl-benzo-1,3,2-dithiazolyl radical, DOXBDTA (Figure 2.14) forms a 
regular slipped π-stacked structure with intra-dimer S…S distances of 3.847 Å along the -
stacking direction (Figure 2.15, left). Between these slipped π-stacked structures there is an 
inter-stack S…S distance of 3.872 Å (Figure 2.15, right) which is significant in the magnetic 
exchange pathway (vide infra). 
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Table 2.4:  Unrestricted DFT UB3LYP/ 6-311G* results for the comparison of the Jab 
magnetic interactions between 3-NCBDTA radicals based on the structure 
determined at the range 2 – 200 K. 
Temperature (K) Pathway S…S contact 
(Å) 
Jab (cm
-1
) Jab (K) 
 
200 
 
J1 
3.896(3) 
3.933(3) 
3.977(3) 
 
-66 
 
-94 
  
J2 
3.274(3) 
3.356(3) 
4.084(3) 
 
-1281 
 
-1830 
 
75 
 
J1 
3.895(2) 
3.958(2) 
3.225(2) 
 
-68 
 
-97 
  
J2 
3.225(2) 
3.316(2) 
4.072(2) 
 
-1437 
 
-2053 
 
33 
 
J1 
3.862(2) 
3.887(2) 
3.952(2) 
 
0 
 
0 
  
J2 
3.222(2) 
3.310(2) 
4.073(2) 
 
0 
 
0 
 
2 
 
J1 
3.881(2) 
3.858(2) 
3.949(2) 
 
-68 
 
-97 
  
J2 
3.219(2) 
3.307(2) 
4.067(2) 
 
-1458 
 
-2083 
 
                 
Figure 2.14:   Crystallographic structure (left) and chemical structure (right) of 
DOXBDTA. 
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2.2.4.a Computed Magnetic Exchange Interactions for DOXBDTA 
There are four inequivalent radical-radical pairs less than the sum of the van der 
Waals’ radii ± 0.5 Å. The computed Jab interactions for each crystallographically 
independent radical pair are shown in Table 2.5. The largest exchange interaction (-62 K) is 
an order of magnitude stronger than the remaining significant computed Jab values. Given 
the relative magnitudes of the four exchange interactions then the magnetic topology is 
expected to be that of a Bonner-Fisher linear chain with weak inter-chain interactions.
12
  
 
Table 2.5:  Unrestricted DFT broken symmetry UB3LYP/ 6-311G* and 6-31G* results 
for the magnetic interactions between DOXBDTA radicals based on the 
structure determined at 173 K. 
Pathway Contact d (Å) JAB (cm
-1
) 
6-31G* 
JAB/k (K) 
6-31G* 
JAB (cm
-1
) 
6-311G* 
JAB/k (K) 
6-311G* 
J1(173K) (S…S) 3.847(3) -18 -26 -43 -62 
J2(173K)  3.872(3) +1 +1 -2 -3 
J3(173K) (S…C) 3.832(2) 0 0 0 0 
J4(173K)  3.707(3) 0 0 0 0 
 
 
Figure 2.15:  Slipped π-stacking of DOXBDTA ring with S…S distances and dominant 
exchange interactions marked. 
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2.2.4.b Temperature Dependence of  vs T and (χT) vs T for DOXBDTA 
In the region 250 – 350 K the compound obeys Curie-Weiss behaviour with C = 
0.345 emu·K/mol close to the value expected for an S = ½ spin (0.375 emu·K/mol) and  = 
-158 K reflecting strong antiferromagnetic interactions from which an estimated Javg = -79 
K (considering four strongest interactions and  = -158 K) using the mean field model (see 
section 2.2.1.b , Eqn. 2.1). This is in good agreement with the computed J values in Table 
2.5. The DFT calculations reveal that there is a single non-negligible exchange interaction, 
i.e. an interaction which is an order of magnitude larger than any other exchange coupling 
(J1 = -62 K) which corresponds to magnetic interactions  along the -stacking direction and 
a weaker inter-chain interaction (J2 = -3 K) between chains. Given the significantly larger 
value of J1 the magnetism of DOXBDTA should approximate to a linear chain model. An 
estimate of J for the AFM Bonner Fisher linear chain model for S= ½ spin can be estimated 
from the position (Tmax)
11
 and maximum of the susceptibility (max)
11,29
:  
 𝜒𝑚𝑎𝑥 ≈
0.07346(𝑁𝑔2𝜇𝐵
2 )
𝑱⁄                                                 Eqn. 2.4 
𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥 ≈ 1.282𝑱/𝑘𝐵                                                  Eqn. 2.5 
In this case Tmax  is ~111 K, affording Jestimate ~ -87 K, whereas χmax is ~ 0.0012 
emu/mol from which Jestimate is ~ -91 K. Both the position and maximum in  provide 
similar estimates of J indicating that the one-dimensional model may be appropriate with J 
~ -89 ± 2 K, compared to the theoretical estimate of J = -61 K from DFT.  A curve fit of 
the data to the Bonner-Fisher model based on J = -99 K g= 2.005 reproduced the  vs T 
plot from the high temperature region down to the maximum in  (See Figure 2.19 and 
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Figure 2.20 solid black line) but is unreliable in the low temperature region when T < 1.25 
|J|, 
29
 i.e. is unreliable below 124 K. These values of J appear self-consistent although 
indicate that the computed values of J from DFT somewhat underestimate the 
experimentally estimated values of J. 
At low temperature there is evidence for a small Curie-tail associated with 1.5%  S 
= ½ defect sites. Subtraction of this Curie-tail from the sample susceptibility affords the 
idealised behaviour of a one-dimensional chain and shows that the susceptibility decreases 
below the maximum to reach a minimum value at which it levels off. This behaviour is 
predicted by the one-dimensional Quantum model.
10,30,31
 (See Figure 2.16 solid orange 
line) where, at a low temperature, χ is represented by the following equation:10 
𝜒(𝑇) = 𝜒0 [1 +
1
2 ln (
𝑇0
𝑇
)
]                                      Eqn. 2.7 
Where T0= 7.7J/kb and χ0=Ng
2μ2/Jπ2is the exact zero-temperature value of the 
susceptibility.  
An estimate for χ0 from the above Quantum model based on an S = ½ value using 
the value of J1= -99 K derived from the Bonner-Fisher model when the data is fitted is 1.54 
x 10
-3 
emu·K/mol and using the estimated values of Jestimate= -87 K from Eqn. 2.4 and Jestimate 
= -91 K Eqn. 2.5 both give rise to χ0 of 1.7 x 10
-3 
emu· K/mol therefore the experimental 
and theoretical J are in a reasonable agreement.   
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Figure 2.16:  χ vs T graph for DOXBDTA from 10-350 K. The purple line is the data after 
correction for S = ½ Curie defect sites (blue line). The low temperature data 
is fitted to a Quantum model (orange) and the high temperature data is fitted 
to the Bonner-Fisher linear chain model (black line).   
2.2.5 The Magnetic Behaviour of 1,3,2-dithiazolo[4,5-b]pyrazin-2-yl (PDTA) 
Variable temperature magnetic susceptibility measurements and crystallographic 
studies on PDTA (Fig. 2.17)
23
 reveal it is bistable between 297 K and 343 K with thermal 
hysteresis of 46 K. However the magnetic data were not fitted to a magnetic model and the 
microscopic magnetic exchange for the HT and LT phases were not determined.  
            
Figure 2.17:  Crystal structure (left) and molecular structure (right) of PDTA.  
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In the LT phase (T < 297 K) PDTA adopts a slipped π-dimer stack (See Figure 
2.18), while the HT-phase (T >343 K) comprises a slipped -stack of S = ½ radicals. This 
structure is somewhat reminiscent of other -stacked DTA radicals which exhibit a spin 
transition such as TTTA (Section 1.2.2) and 3-NCBDTA (Section 2.2.3).   
 
Figure 2.18:  Slipped π-dimer stacks of PDTA in LT phase (left) and slipped π-stacks the 
monomer HT phase PDTA (right) with S…S distances and dominant J. 
2.2.5.a Computational Studies of the Exchange Interactions in PDTA 
The magnetic exchange coupling Jab for both the HT and LT phases were computed 
and tabulated (Table 2.6). For the HT phase the only significant magnetic interaction is 
J1=-125 K which propagates along the regular -stack. All the other interactions are an 
order of magnitude weaker. For the LT phase the dominant magnetic interaction is the 
intra-dimer exchange (J1= -1824 K) with a weaker inter-dimer exchange along the -stack 
(J2= -63 K). All other interactions are an order of magnitude weaker.  
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Table 2.6:  Unrestricted DFT broken symmetry UB3LYP/ 6-311G* results for the 
calculated magnetic interactions of the dominant interaction within the HT 
and LT phases of PDTA.  
Pathway Contact d (Å) JAB (cm
-1
) JAB (K) 
HT Monomer 
J1(323 K) 
 
S…S 
3.718(4)  
3.778(3)  
3.718(4)  
 
-88 
 
-125 
J2(323K)  3.546(3)  +10
 
+14 
J3(323K)  3.835(3)     -10
 
- 14 
J4(323K) N…N 3.151(7)  -3
 
 -4 
J5(323K)  3.511(7)  -2
 
 -3 
J6(323K) S…C 3.907(7)  
3.994(7)  
0
 
 
 0 
 
J7(323K) N…C 3.534(8)  
3.534(8)  
-2
 
 
 -3 
 
LT Dimer 
J1(323K) 
S…S 3.295(2)  
3.342(2)  
-1277
 
 
-1824
 
 
J2(323K)  3.901(2) 
3.758(2) 
3.859(2) 
-44
 
 
-63
 
 
J3(323K)  3.881(2) 0
 
 
0
 
 
J4(323K)  3.838(4)  
3.370(2) 
3.905(4)  
+12
 
 
+17
 
 
J5(323K)  3.438(2) 
3.940(5)  
+10
 
 
+15
 
 
J6(323K) N…N 3.110(6) -3
 
-4
 
2.2.5.b Derivation of an Appropriate Magnetic Model of PDTA 
In the HT phase of PDTA, the simplest approach would be to consider the magnetic 
interaction of J1= -125 K since all the other interactions are weaker. An initial attempt to 
describe the magnetic behaviour would be as a 1-D Bonner-Fisher linear chain model since 
J1= -125 K is one of the most dominant magnetic interactions propagating in a linear chain 
fashion.  
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In the LT phase of PDTA, if the initial thought of J1= -1825 K  as the only 
magnetic interaction to be considered then the magnetic behaviour may be interpreted as a 
Bleaney-Bowers dimer model since J1= -1825 K, although an alternating linear chain 
model could also be used since J2= -63 K  is the interdimer magnetic exchange. In the 
absence of the magnetic data on PDTA, further modelling was not possible. 
2.2.6. Magnetic Studies 1,2,5-thiadiazolo[3,4-b]-1,3,2-dithiazolo[3,4-b]pyrazin-2-yl (TDP-
DTA) 
Variable temperature magnetic susceptibility and crystallographic measurements on 
(TDP-DTA)
20
 (Figure 2.19) reveal a phase transition at approximately 150 K which 
exhibits thermal hysteresis.  Additionally to the thermal hysteresis, TDP-DTA displays 
bistability ( T𝐶↑ =200 K, T𝐶↓=150 K).
20
 Notably, unlike other phase-transition compounds 
of this type, TDP-DTA does not appear diamagnetic in the LT phase but rather exhibits 
Curie-Weiss behaviour with  ~ -34 K.  
            
Figure 2.19:  Crystallographic structure (left) and molecular structure (right) of TDP-
DTA.  
The LT-TDP-DTA adopts a dimeric -stack motif structure similar to other -
stacked DTA radicals described in this chapter. However the intra-dimer S…S separation 
(3.401 – 3.717 Å, Figure 2.20) are significantly larger than those reported in other distorted 
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-stacks perhaps reflective of incomplete quenching of the magnetic moment observed in 
the magnetic studies. Conversely the HT-phase of TDP-DTA determined at 293 K 
comprises a regular -stack of S = ½ radicals with the closest intermolecular S…S contacts 
of 3.590 Å.  
 
Figure 2.20:  TDP-DTA in LT phase (left) slipped dimer stacks and slipped π-stack HT 
phase TDP-DTA (right) with S…S distances and dominant J. 
2.2.6.a Computational Studies of the Exchange Interactions in the Phase Transition 
TDP-DTA 
The Jab for the HT phase and LT phase of TDP-DTA were computed and tabulated 
in Table 2.7. 
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Table 2.7:  Unrestricted DFT broken symmetry UB3LYP/ 6-311G* results for the 
calculated magnetic interactions of the dominant interaction within the HT 
and LT phases of TDP-DTA. 
Pathway Contact d (Å) JAB (cm
-1
) JAB (K) 
HT Monomer 
J1(293 K) 
 
S…N 
3.655(2)  
3.590(2)  
3.775(2)  
 
       -55
 
 
- 80 
J2(293 K)  3.724(2)  
3.410(2)   
3.410(2)   
 
+2
 
 
 
+3 
 
J3(293 K)  3.071(1)  
3.322(2)   
-5
 
-7  
 
J4(293 K)  3.482(2)  -13
 
-18 
J5(293 K)  3.394(2)  +8
 
+11 
J6(293 K)  3.439(2)   
3.020(2)   
-12
 
 
-17 
 
J7(293 K)  3.717(2)  -9
 
-13 
J8(293 K) S…S 3.867(1)  -21
 
-30 
J9(293 K)  3.427(1)   + 1
 
+ 2 
J10(293 K)  3.880(1)  0
 
+ 1 
LT Dimer 
J1(150 K) 
S…S 3.511(5) 
3.717(5) 
3.458(5) 
3.467(5) 
3.401(5) 
 
 
-637
 
 
 
 
-909 
 
J2(150 K)  3.350(5) -2
 
-2 
J3(150 K)  3.935(5) -9
 
-13 
J4(150 K)  4.073(5) -18
 
-25  
J5(150 K)  3.854(5) +8
 
+ 12 
J6(150 K)  3.840(5) 0
 
0 
J7(150 K)  3.476(5) -46
 
-66 
J8(150 K)   3.357(5) +1
 
+1 
J9(150 K)  4.076(5) 0
 
0 
J10(150 K)  3.854 (5) -52
 
 -74 
J11(150 K) N…N 3.187(1) -2
 
-3  
J12(150 K)  3.186(1) -4
 
 -6 
J13(150 K)  3.433(1) -12
 
-17  
 
For the HT phase the dominant magnetic interaction is J1= -80 K which propagates 
along the slipped π-stack. However, there are several other magnetic exchange interactions 
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which are also significant, J4= -18 K, J5 = + 11 K, J6= -17 K and J8= -30 K suggesting a 
considerably more complex magnetic exchange network than other regular -stacked DTA 
radicals    
In the LT phase there is one dominant intra-dimer magnetic interaction, J1= -909 K 
which is strongly AFM but much weaker than other intra-dimer exchange observed in other 
dimeric DTA radicals described in this chapter and Chapter 3. All the other inter-dimer 
interactions are an order of magnitude weaker.  
2.2.6.b Derivation of an Appropriate Magnetic Model of TDP-DTA 
For the HT phase the magnetic exchange pathways are clearly complex. The 
strongest exchange coupling (J1= -80 K) propagates as a 1-D AFM Bonner-Fisher linear 
chain model. However, there are multiple other non-negligible magnetic exchange 
interactions (J4= -18 K, J5 = + 11 K, J6= -17 K and J8= -30 K) which generate a complex 
three-dimensional spin topology and the 1-D model is unlikely to provide an adequate 
function to describe the magnetism of the HT phase of TDP-DTA.  
For the LT phase there is one dominant magnetic interaction that may be considered    J1= -
909 K which is strongly AFM and all the other interactions are an order of magnitude 
weaker.  The magnetic behaviour may be interpreted as a Bleaney-Bowers dimer model 
since J1= -909 K is the intra-dimer calculated magnetic interaction. Therefore, the 
dominant exchange interaction is antiferromagnetic in the low and high temperature 
phases.  
In using the mean field model for the LT phase (see section 2.2.1.b, Eqn. 2.1) an estimate 
of Javg = -68 K is made from θ = -34 K which reflects antiferromagnetic interactions from 
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which the one, main and strong interaction is considered. This is an underestimate of J 
when compared with the computed J values in Table 2.8. The DFT calculations reveal that 
there is a single non-negligible exchange interaction, i.e. an interaction which is an order of 
magnitude  larger than any other exchange coupling (J1 = -909 K) which corresponds to 
magnetic interaction intradimer along the π-stacking direction and a weaker inter-chain 
interaction between chains. In the graph of χ vs T 20  in the LT region at ~25 K there is an 
increase in the susceptibility and there is no maximum in the low temperature region which 
would indicate an AFM long range order.  In the 1/χ graph from 0-60 K a linear behaviour 
is observed which is an indications that Curie-Law is obeyed which gives rise to θ= -34K 
an AFM interaction. 
 In the HT region the magnetic interactions calculated gave rise to various interactions.  
Initially due to the larger value of J1 which is not quite an order of magnitude larger than 
the rest of the interactions present the magnetism of TDP-BDTA is approximated to be a 
linear chain model. The estimate of J for the AFM Bonner Fisher linear chain model where 
previously mentioned for a S= ½ spin can be estimated from the position (Tmax)
11
 and 
maximum of the susceptibility (χmax)
11,29
(See Eqn. 2.4 and 2.5).  
From Eqn. 2.4, where χmax is ~ 7.00 x 10
7
emu/mol, the Jestimate is 1.6 x10
-8 
emu/mol 
which is a strong indication that the model used to represent the HT region failed. From 
Eqn. 2.5, where Tmax  is ~200 K, delivers Jestimate ~ -156 K which is an approximate double 
in estimation. Neither equations provide similar estimates of J indicating that the one-
dimensional model is not the most appropriate magnetic model to possibly support the data. 
Therefore, the other interactions present are to be considered in a possible complex 2-D 
magnetic model.  
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2.2.7. Magnetic Studies on Quinoxaline-1,3,2-dithiazolyl (QDTA) 
Variable-temperature magnetic susceptibility measurements on QDTA (Figure 
2.21) were previously reported by Oakley.
32
 However no attempt to model or interpret the 
data in a quantitative fashion, theoretically or through modelling, was attempted.  
 
Figure 2.21:  Crystallographic (left) and molecular (right) structure of QDTA 
QDTA is a monomer (S = 1/2) that forms a regular slipped π-stacked motif (See 
Figure 2.22). In the low temperature region QDTA is diamagnetic, but some 
paramagnetism is seen on warming above 120 K.  
 
Figure 2.22:  Linear chain π-packing structure packing of the QDTA. 
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2.2.7.a Computational Studies of the Exchange Interactions in QDTA 
The Jab interactions for the QDTA were computed and tabulated (Table 2.8). The 
dominant magnetic interaction is the intra-molecular pair which propagate along the -
stack (J1= -227 K). All other nearest-neighbour interactions are one to two orders of 
magnitude weaker.   
Table 2.8:  Unrestricted DFT broken symmetry UB3LYP/ 6-311G* results for the 
calculated magnetic interactions of the dominant interaction within the 
QDTA. 
Pathway Contact d (Å) JAB (cm
-1
) JAB/k (K) 
J1(293 K)  
S…S 
3.711 (4)  
3.840 (5) 
3.711 (5) 
 
-159
 
 
 -227 
J2(293 K)  3.689 (4)   -3
 
-4 
J3(293 K)   4.043 (4)   0
 
 0 
2.2.7.b Determination of an Appropriate Magnetic Model for QDTA 
With a single dominant magnetic exchange interaction (J1= -227 K) propagating 
along the -stack, the magnetic behaviour should be interpreted as a 1-D AFM Bonner-
Fisher linear chain. In the absence of data for QDTA, attempts to fit the data to the Bonner-
Fisher model have not been attempted. In the low-temperature region, the χ is consistent 
with a diamagnetic ground state where θ= -0.1 K and χ0= -99 x10
-6 emu∙mol-1. The 
maximum in χmax has not quite been reached as the data collection stops at 350K. However, 
using Eqn. 2.4 and Eqn. 2.5 as an educated estimate to determine J, the following arose 
Jestimate Eqn. 2.4 = -367 K and  Jestimate Eqn. 2.5= -273 K , respectively with the later Jestimate  being 
compatible with the calculated J1= -227 K. 
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2.2.8. Magnetic Studies on Trifluoromethyl-pyridyl-1,3,2-dithiazolyl (CF3PyDTA) 
CF3PyDTA (Fig. 2.23) has been reported to be diamagnetic below 50 K with a 
small Curie tail attributable to some S = ½ defect sites but paramagnetic above 50 K, 
consistent with a first order phase transition. Crystallographic studies at 180 K reveal it 
adopts a regularly spaced slipped, π-stacked motif. (See Figure 2.24).33 However further 
analyse of the magnetic data in the paramagnetic regime to a magnetic model has not been 
reported.  
N
S
N
S
CF3
 
Figure 2.23:  CF3PyDTA 
 
Figure 2.24:  Non-negligible magnetic exchange interactions (J1 = -105 K) in CF3PyDTA 
(left) Representation of selected nearest-neighbour contacts to the unique 
crystallographically independent CF3PyDTA molecule. Symmetry 
equivalent molecules are shown in the same colour. The four possible non-
negligible exchange interactions correspond to the blue (J1(180 K) = -105 K), 
pink (J2(180 K)= -27 K), grey (J3(180 K)= -35 K) and yellow (J4(180 K)= -23 K) 
magnetic interactions (right). 
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2.2.8.a Computational Studies of the Exchange Interactions in CF3PyDTA 
Nearest-neighbour Jab exchange interactions for CF3PyDTAwere computed based 
on the 180 K structure and are presented in Table 2.9. The dominant magnetic interaction 
in the HT region once again reflects magnetic exchange coupling along the -stack     (J1= 
- 105 K). However three other significant interactions exist which are greater than |J1|/10 
indicative of significant inter-stack interactions. 
Table 2.9:  Unrestricted DFT broken symmetry UB3LYP/ 6-311G* results for the 
magnetic interactions of the six interactions within the trifluoromethyl-
pyridyl-1,3,2-dithiazolyl. 
Pathway Contact d (Å) JAB (cm
-1
) JAB/k (K) 
J1(180 K) S…N 3.746(3) 
3.576(3) 
-74 
 
-105 
J2(180 K) S…S 3.542(2) -19 -27 
J3(180 K)  3.939(1) -24 -35 
J4(180 K)  3.693(1) -16 -23 
J5(180 K)  3.524(1) -1 -2 
J6(180 K)  3.756(1) +5 +7 
 
2.2.8.b Initial Derivation of an Appropriate Magnetic Model of CF3PyDTA 
The strongest magnetic interaction in the HT region that is the exchange coupling 
along the -stack (J1= - 105 K), indicating that the magnetic behaviour could be 
approximated as a 1-D AFM Bonner-Fisher linear chain model for the HT region           (T 
> 50 K).  However the interchain interactions are significant and lead to a complex 
exchange network. Even considering just J1 and J3 leads to a rectangular lattice but the 
additional interactions J2, J4 and J5 leads to a three-dimensional exchange pathway, 
although long range order is not observed due to the presence of a phase transition at 50 K. 
In using Eqn. 2.4 and Eqn. 2.5, Jestimate Eqn. 2.4 = -184K from χmax=0.0006 emu∙mol
-1
and 
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Jestimate Eqn. 2.5= -156 K   from Tmax=200 K, respectively. The later Jestimate being agreeable 
with the calculated J1= -105.02 K. 
2.3 Conclusions and Future Work 
Many DTA radicals adopt a -stacked structure in the solid state. Of the eight 
structures described in this Chapter, six exhibit solid state spin transitions between 
diamagnetic and paramagnetic phases. In all cases the strongest magnetic exchange 
coupling occurs along the -stacking direction. However the magnitude of the exchange 
coupling along the -stack changes significantly depending upon the relative molecular 
displacement. For regular -stacks, the intra-stack values of J range from -62 to -227 K, 
but distorted/dimeric -stacks afford a significant alternation along the -stack with 
stronger exchange coupling in the range -909 to -1876 K and weaker couplings of -25 to  -
277 K. In cases where the values of the exchange-couplings reveal a simple magnetic 
model then a full first-principles bottom-up strategy has been completed to link the 
microscopic magnetic exchange interactions to the bulk macroscopic magnetic response. 
However, in several cases, the inter-chain exchange interactions are significant leading to 
deviation from one-dimensional behaviour. In these cases the more complex magnetic 
behaviour is not readily described by simple magnetic models and alternative approaches, 
such as Monte Carlo methods, would need to be employed. Such approaches have been 
successfully applied to theoretical S = ½ honeycomb lattices. 
8,9
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Figure 2.25: Graph of J vs distance in S…S Å of some BDTA radicals that display a 
regular or slipped π-stack. 
A series of plots of some of the radicals derived from BDTA were conducted to 
observe a possible trend in the J and distance in S…S Å as well as the slippage angle. A 
similar analysis of this behaviour was conducted and described in Chapter 4 of this thesis.  
There is a direct linear correlation of the J versus the S…S distance, as the distance 
increases the J decreases significantly (Figure 2.25). However, this is expected since as the 
distance increases the orbital overlap becomes poor and therefore decreases the magnetic 
exchange. (Also from Chapter 1, Eqn. 1.1, the relationship is clearly depicted as the direct 
overlap, S becomes smaller than the AFM characteristic is less predominant.  The van der 
Waals distance for S…S is 3.6 Å and it is observed that below this distance the exchange 
coupling is significantly more AFM.  
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Figure 2.26: Graph of J vs slippage angle, θ along the π-stack of some BDTA radicals 
that display a regular or slipped π-stack. 
Another direct linear correlation is made with the J versus slippage angle, θ along 
the π-stack. As θ increases the J decreases significantly (Figure 2.26). However, this is 
expected since as the radical deviates from a regular π-stack to slipped π-stack there is a 
decrease in the orbital overlap in which the magnetic communication also decreases. As the 
θ decreases (an indication of the radicals being directly on top of one another), the direct 
orbital overlap (S) is much more efficient and therefore from Eqn. 1.1 the AFM component 
plays a larger role and J is very large and AFM. 
This series of studies reveals that the dominant magnetic exchange coupling in -
stacked DTA radicals occurs along the -stacks and can, in many cases, be modelled using 
a Heisenberg linear chain (Bonner-Fisher model) or dimer model (Bleaney-Bowers 
equation). However in cases where slippage of the -stacks is significant then inter-stack 
interactions become important leading to more complex magnetic spin topologies such as a 
(distorted) honeycomb lattice. In several cases, more complex magnetic topologies were 
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established which will require a Monte Carlo approach in order to successfully evaluate the 
multiple significant exchange couplings. The combination of computational studies in 
conjunction with appropriate magnetic models helps understand the macroscopic magnetic 
properties through an analysis of the microscopic nearest-neighbour exchange interactions.  
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Chapter 3 
DFT Studies on Herringbone DTA 
Radicals 
 99 
 
3.1 Introduction 
The packing of DTA radicals is important in dictating their physical properties in the solid 
state.  As previously mentioned in the introduction (Section 1.2.2), a range of packing 
motifs are possible, of which variations upon -stacked and herringbone motifs are the 
most common. There is a subtle interplay between the nature of face-to-face  
interactions and edge-to-face C-H… interactions in neutral organic aromatic 
hydrocarbons. Generally speaking the strength of C-H… contacts (12 kJ/mol) is 
marginally stronger than  interactions (7 kJ/mol), favouring herringbone motifs.1 
However the inclusion of heteroatoms facilitates formation of layer-like motifs in which 
formation of favourable in-plane electrostatic C-H…E interactions can offset the C-H… 
interactions and stabilise a -stacked structure.2 This trend seems equally applicable to 
DTA radicals and, for example, the structures of benzo-1,3,2-dithiazolyl (BDTA) and 
naphthaleno-1,3,2-dithiazolyl both adopt structures based on the herringbone motif (Figure 
3.1, left), whereas replacement of C-H bonds by isolobal N lead to -stacked motifs for 
both pyrazino-1,3,2-dithiazolyl (PDTA) and quinoxalinyl-1,3,2-dithiazolyl (QDTA) 
(Figure 3.1, right). 
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Figure 3.1:  Crystal packing motifs for BDTA and NDTA (left) and their isolobal 
heteroaromatic derivatives PDTA and QDTA (right). 
 
Magneto-structural correlations on DTA structures containing π-stacked motifs were 
described in Chapter 2. This Chapter is dedicated to the magnetism of DTA radicals 
adopting herringbone motifs. The presence of residual intermolecular S…N and S…S 
contacts between DTA radicals offers potential for magnetic exchange
3
 and the magnetism 
of some previously reported DTA radicals that adopt this motif is discussed within the 
context of DFT computations of the microscopic nearest-neighbour exchange couplings.  
3.1.1 BDTA, C6H4S2N
•
 
Benzo-1,3,2-dithiazolyl adopts a trans-cofacial diamagnetic π*-π* dimer geometry with 
close intradimer S…S contacts of 3.175 Å (Figure 2.2). These dimers adopt a herringbone 
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motif in the solid state.
4-6 However upon warming above 360 K, BDTA undergoes an 
unusual melt-recrystallisation process affording a metastable high temperature 
paramagnetic phase which undergoes antiferromagnetic order on cooling below 11 K.
7,8
 
 
Figure 3.2: Molecular structure (left) and trans cofacial dimeric structure (right) of 
BDTA. 
 
3.1.2 MBDTA, MeC6H2S2N
•
 
Methyl-benzo-1,3,2-dithiazolyl is a monomeric DTA radical that adopts a herringbone 
arrangement with close S…S contacts of 3.199 and 3.323 Å.9 From the crystallographic 
studies a two-dimensional network of S…S contacts (Figure 3.3) was identified suggesting 
a low dimensional (2D) magnetic exchange pathway. A model based on a 2-D AFM square 
lattice 
10
 reproduced both the position and maximum in χ when J/k = -72 K.10  
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Figure 3.3: Molecular structure of MBDTA and two-dimensional web of S…S contacts 
in the solid state structure of MBDTA. 
 
In order to check the validity of the 2-D model proposed, some additional calculations of 
the nearest-neighbour exchange for MBDTA were performed and a detailed analysis of the 
magnetic data will be described in section 3.2. 
 
3.1.3 NDTA, C10H6S2N
•
 
2,3-naphthalene-1,3,2-dithiazolyl (NDTA) is monomeric and packs in a herringbone motif 
with the closest intermolecular S…S contacts ranging from 3.602 - 3.869 Å.11 It is 
paramagnetic with antiferromagnetic interactions.  
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Figure 3.4: Molecular structure (left) and crystal packing of NDTA highlighting S…S 
contacts less than the sum of the van der Waals’ radii plus 0.5 Å. 
 
3.2 Results and Discussion 
Out of the many DTA radicals, two radicals were examined which adopted the herringbone 
motif; this Chapter discusses the magnetic communication pathways and bulk magnetic 
properties of (i) the recently prepared DOMEBDTA radical (section 3.2.1) and re-examines 
the magnetism of MBDTA (section 3.2.2) which was previously assumed to exhibit a two-
dimensional square lattice type exchange interaction.  
 
3.2.1 DOXEBDTA, C3H6O2C6H2S2N
•
 
The dioxepinyl-benzo-1,3,2-dithiazolyl, DOXEBDTA (See Figure 3.4) is a monomer that 
packs in a herringbone motif similar to the other previously mentioned DTAs with close 
S...S contacts ranging from 3.575-3.973 Å. (See Figure 3.5) 
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Figure 3.5: Molecular structure of DOXEBDTA (left) and inter-molecular distances and 
non-negligible J values for the herringbone motif of DOXEBDTA (right). 
 
3.2.1.a Computational Studies of the Exchange Interactions in DOXEBDTA 
The radical crystallised with two chemically distinct nearest-neighbour radical-radical pairs 
(d1-d2), which afford significant exchange couplings with intermolecular S…S contacts 
within the range of the sum of the Van der Waals radii ± 0.5 Å. The values of JAB for both 
of these significant nearest neighbour interactions are presented in Table 3.1 and are based 
on calculations using the 6-311G* basis set.  Of these two interactions, the dominant 
interaction was calculated to be J1 = +14 K and is an order of magnitude larger than J2 (-2 
K) and therefore DOXEBDTA is expected to display one-dimensional ferromagnetic chain 
behaviour with weak antiferromagnetic inter-chain interactions evident at lower 
temperature. Notably of all the DTA radicals examined in this thesis, DOXEBDTA is the 
only radical to exhibit a dominant ferromagnetic interaction. 
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Table 3.1:  Unrestricted DFT broken symmetry UB3LYP/ 6-311G* results for the 
magnetic interactions of the two interactions within the dioxepinyl-benzo-
1,3,2-dithiazolyl. 
Pathway Contact d (Å) JAB (cm
-1
) JAB (K) 
J1(173K) S…S 3.575(2) 
3.973(2) 
+10 +14 
J2(173K)  3.310(2) -1 -2 
 
3.2.2 Future Work on DOXEBDTA 
Unfortunately sufficient crystalline samples of DOXEBDTA have yet to be prepared for 
magnetic studies. As a consequence variable temperature magnetic susceptibility studies 
are necessary to confirm the ferromagnetic interaction between DOXEBDTA radicals. 
With experimental data in hand, it will then be possible to model the magnetic behaviour 
using a ferromagnetic linear chain model.
12
  
3.2.3 MBDTA, MeC6H3S2N
•  
A brief introduction to the structure and magnetic properties of MBDTA was already 
presented in Section 3.1.2. Preliminary DFT studies conducted by Antonio Alberola-
Catalan, at the B3LYP/6-31G** and 6-311G** level of theory probed the magnetic 
exchange in this complex but were not undertaken at the B3LYP/6-311G* and therefore 
not directly comparable with the other studies described herein. As a consequence, the 
exchange interaction within MBDTA were reinvestigated to determine an appropriate 
model.
10,13
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Figure 3.6: Molecular structure of MBDTA (left) and inter-molecular distances and 
non-negligible J values for the herringbone motif of DOXEBDTA (right). 
 
3.2.3.a Computational Studies of the Exchange Interactions in MBDTA 
The radical crystallised with three chemically distinct nearest-neighbour radical-radical 
pairs (d1-d3), which afford significant exchange couplings with intermolecular S…S 
contacts within range of the sum of the Van der Waals radii ± 0.5 Å. The values of JAB for 
all the significant nearest neighbour interactions are presented in Table 3.2  which are 
based on calculations using the 6-311G* basis set. These are compared with previous 
computational work by Dr Antonio Alberola-Catalan using UB3LYP/6-31G** and        6-
311G** levels of theory, which indicated that there were 8 different interactions considered 
but only three interactions were significant. The most dominant is J3 = -83 K which is an 
order of magnitude larger than J2 and J1 . Each molecule forms two such J3 exchange 
couplings affording a linear chain structure. Therefore, MBDTA is expected to display one-
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dimensional antiferromagnetic chain behaviour, rather than the two-dimensional square 
lattice exchange coupling initially proposed. Additional weak ferromagnetic inter-chain 
interactions may become evident at low temperatures. 
Table 3.2:  Unrestricted DFT broken symmetry UB3LYP/ with various basis sets results 
for the magnetic interactions of the three dominant interactions within the 
methyl-benzo-1,3,2-dithiazolyl . 
Pathway Contact d (Å) JAB/k (K) 
6 31G**
143
 
JAB/k (K) 
 6-311G**
143
 
JAB/k (K)  
6-311G* 
J1(293 K) S…S 3.819(2) +8 +8 +9 
  3.768(2)    
J2(293 K)  3.708(2) +2 +2 +3 
  3.719(2)    
J3(293 K)  3.743(2) -91 -92 -83 
 
3.2.3.b The Magnetic Susceptibility χ(T) of MBDTA. 
Both the preliminary and current DFT calculations revealed that there is a single non-
negligible exchange interaction, i.e. an interaction which is an order of magnitude larger 
than any other exchange coupling (J3 = -83 K) which corresponds to strong magnetic 
interactions which zigzag in a linear fashion down the chain and weaker inter-chain 
interactions (J2 = +3 and J1 = +9 K) between chains. Due the significantly larger value of 
J3 the magnetism of MBDTA in the HT region should approximate to a linear chain model. 
An estimate of J for the AFM Bonner Fisher linear chain model for S= ½ spin can be 
estimated from the position (Tmax)
13
 and maximum of the susceptibility (χmax)
14,15
   (Eqn 2.4 
and Eqn. 2.5 in Chapter 2).  In this case Tmax  is ~150 K, affording |J| estimate ~ 117 K, 
whereas χmax is ~ 0.001 cm
3
/mol from which |J|estimate is ~ 110 K. Both the position and 
maximum in χ provide similar estimates of J indicating that the 1-D model may be 
appropriate compared to the theoretical estimate of J3 = -83.09 K from DFT.  A curve fit of 
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the data to the Bonner-Fisher Linear Chain model based on  |J| = 114 K g= 2.005 
reproduced the χ vs T plot from the high temperature region down to the maximum in χ 
(Figure 3.6, solid red line). However this model is unreliable in the low temperature region 
when T < 1.25 |J|, 
15
 i.e. is unreliable below 143 K. These values of Jestimate  appear self-
consistent and agree with the experimentally estimated value of J.  
In the low temperature region, the susceptibility of MBDTA exhibits a Curie tail 
which is an indication of a small number of paramagnetic defects (~0.395% S = ½ defect 
sites). Subtraction of this Curie-tail from the sample susceptibility affords the idealised 
behaviour of a one-dimensional chain and shows that the susceptibility decreases below the 
maximum to reach a minimum value at which it levels off. This behaviour is predicted by 
the one-dimensional Quantum model
16-18
 which displays a curve fit of the data based on  |J| 
= 114 K g= 2.005 similar to the Bonner-Fisher Linear Chain. (See Figure 3.7, solid purple 
line)  
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Figure 3.7:  χ vs T graph for MBDTA from 0-350 K. The purple line is the data 
modelled by the Quantum model. The black solid dots is the data after 
correction for S = ½ Curie defect sites. The red line is the data modelled by 
the AFM 1-D chain.  
 
3.3 Summary 
Unlike the strong but typically uni-dimensional antiferromagnetic exchange interactions 
associated with -stacked radicals (Chapter 2), the herringbone motif structure offers the 
potential for more multi-dimensional, albeit weaker, exchange interactions. Such 
multidimensional interactions are necessary to afford bulk 3D ordered magnetic materials. 
The current studies reveal that the previously reported MBDTA radical is better considered 
as a one-dimensional chain model with dominant antiferromagnetic exchange, compared to 
the literature proposal of a two-dimensional square lattice model (based just on the nature 
of the intermolecular S…S contacts), whereas calculations on the DOXEBDTA radical 
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indicate that it is possible for such DTA radicals to generate conformations in which the 
dominant interaction is ferromagnetic.    
The use of DFT studies for these cases proved as an invaluable tool in determining the 
appropriate lattice dimensionality of the magnetic structure as well as the magnitude of 
each interaction. Notably there are consistent discrepancies between calculated and 
estimated values of J based on modelling the magnetic data. Nevertheless, the combination 
of DFT calculations, which afford an appropriate magnetic model, coupled with fitting of 
experimental magnetic data, which provide experimental estimates of J, appear to be an 
effective tool in developing a fundamental understanding of the magnetism of these 
radicals and which links the macroscopic magnetic data to the microscopic nearest-
neighbour exchange. 
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Chapter 4 
Playing the Role of a Crystal Engineer 
from a Theoretical View Point 
 114 
 
4.1 Introduction: Crystal Engineering with Dithiazolyls 
In Chapters 2 and 3 we have seen that the magnetic properties of DTA radicals are very 
sensitive to the relative molecular arrangements of the molecules in the solid state. The -
stacked DTA radicals described in Chapter 2 all exhibit dominant antiferromagnetic 
interactions which propagate along the stacking direction. However, the strength of the 
magnetic exchange is modulated depending upon the intermolecular separation and degree 
of slippage (Figure 2.29 and Figure 2.30). Conversely inter-stack interactions are variously 
ferro- or antiferro-magnetic depending upon spatial orientation. In the case of DTA radicals 
which adopt herringbone packing patterns we find in the case of DOXEBDTA that the 
dominant interaction within the lattice is expected to be ferromagnetic. Clearly an ability to 
manipulate the solid state architectures of these radicals is critical to develop ‘designer’ 
materials. In the case of the more comprehensively examined dithiadiazolyl (DTDA) 
radicals, some supramolecular interactions such as CN…S,1 ···F
,2-9  
and -sheet motifs of 
chlorinated aromatics
10 
 have been successfully employed to direct crystal packing motifs 
and provide some broad control of packing patterns. In the field of DTA radical chemistry, 
work within the Rawson group has shown.
2,9,11-14
 that inclusion of electronegative 
heteroatoms (e.g. pyridyl-N or a cyano group) into the backbone favours a -stacking motif 
whereas hydrocarbon rich derivatives favour herringbone motifs. Attempts to address more 
subtle nuances such as the degree of slippage (-stacked radicals) or angles between radical 
planes (herringbone motifs) continue to be a significant challenge. Moreover, even if the 
degree of slippage within a -stack or the degree of rotation of DTA radicals in herring 
bone motifs could be dictated, it is currently unclear what effect that would have on the 
magnetic response. An ability to understand and predict the effect of subtle changes in 
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molecular geometry would be invaluable in understanding the effect of structural changes 
induced by external factors such as temperature and pressure.
15
 For example, in Chapter 2, 
DFT studies on the LT-phase of 3-NCBDTA in the range 2 – 200 K revealed a decrease in 
intra-dimer S…S contact upon cooling from 200 K to 75 K followed by more modest 
decreases upon further cooling(~0.029-0.003 Å). The inter-dimer contacts also decrease 
upon cooling (~0.013-0.001 Å). As the temperature decreases, the magnitude of both intra-
dimer exchange (J1) and inter-dimer exchange (J2) increased which is consistent with an 
increased overlap between the π* orbitals. Similar behaviour has also been seen for the 
DTDA radical -p-NCC6F4CNSSN where, at high temperature, there is only one 
significant exchange interaction whereas calculations of the exchange pathways based on 
the structure at 12 K reveal a more complex network of exchange pathways.
16
  
Throughout this thesis factors such as distance and slippage which determine the relative 
molecular orientations and hence overlap integral have been observed to have a profound 
effect on determining the final outcome of the magnetism. For the previous models 
discussed in Chapter 2 and 3, DFT methods have permitted the significant intermolecular 
magnetic exchange pathways to be determined from which appropriate magnetic models 
can be determined and applied in order to interpret the magnetism in a quantitative way. 
For the more comprehensive series of -stacked structures, a direct correlation of J with 
intermolecular separation as well as slippage angle was observed (Figure 2.29 and Figure 
2.30) which qualitatively correlate with our understanding of how the orbital overlap 
integral changes i.e. |J| decreases at elevated distances and large slippage angles. However 
such correlations are quantitatively complex to analyse as J is a function of (at least) two 
variables (d, ), both of which are simultaneously changing when two experimentally 
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determined geometries are compared. In order to explore the “ideal” geometries that might 
afford better performance and provide a guide for future work, this Chapter examines how 
changes to both the intermolecular distance d as well as slippage angles (, ) affect the 
exchange interaction J within -stacked dimers. In this context it is worth noting that 
similar studies were recently conducted on selenazyl radicals by Oakley
17
 where an energy 
surface plot of J as a function of x, y and z offsets was developed in order to rationalise the 
experimentally observed shift from antiferromagnetic to ferromagnetic interactions 
depending upon the molecular displacement.  
4.2 Methodology 
In order to probe the effect of molecular packing, a series of BDTA radical pairs were 
constructed, with idealised molecular geometries taken from BDTA, within Excel such that 
molecular orientation, as well as x, y and z offset could be independently controlled. The 
real space coordinates were exported as a set of Cartesian coordinates (filenm.xyz).  The 
filenm.xyz files were then opened in Mercury and converted into filenm.mol2 files which 
were then opened in Maestro. Each of these models were then used as the starting point for 
a series of single point DFT (UB3LYP-D3/6-311G*) calculations of the pairwise intra-
stack exchange energy, J. The UB3LYP-D3 functional comprises the UB3LYP functional 
employed in Chapters 2 and 3 and is post facto corrected for dispersion using the method of 
Grimme.
18
 This not only permits the exchange interaction J to be computed but also the 
relative stability of each dimer pair such that the value of J can be compared with how 
close the overall energy is in relation to the energy minimum e.g. whether a strongly 
ferromagnetic interaction occurs also at an energy minimum or maximum on the overall 
potential energy surface. Calculations were undertaken to probe: 
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 the effect of adjusting the inter-layer separation (z) on the strength of the exchange 
interaction 
 the effects of possible lateral and longitudinal translations (slippage) within the 
molecular plane (along both x and y) while using a constant ‘inter-layer’ separation 
(z) of 3.2 Å. 
4.3 Results and Discussion 
4.3.1 Computational Studies on the Modes of Association 
4.3.1.a Computational Studies of the Cis-orientation BDTA  
A series of calculations were undertaken using a hypothetical (BDTA)2 dimer and varying 
the intra-dimer separation between 2.6 and 4.0 Å. For each geometry the energy of the 
closed-shell ‘restricted’ singlet, open shell (broken symmetry) singlet and triplet 
configurations were determined. The distance dependence of the total energy including 
dispersion is presented in Figure 4.1. This reveals that only the closed-shell singlet exhibits 
an energy minimum (around 3.3 Å), which is comparable with the typical range of 
experimentally determined geometries for DTA *-* dimers (3.2-3.5 Å) discussed in 
Chapters 2 and 3.  
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Figure 4.1: Relative energy change of the broken symmetry singlet (open shell), 
restricted closed-shell singlet, and triplet state as a function of the intra-
dimer S…S distances, computed at the UB3LYP-D3/6-311G* level. 
 
Conversely both open shell configurations decrease in energy as the intermolecular 
separation is increased. This is consistent with a net non-bonding interaction in the open 
shell configurations, in which promotion of the electron from the ‘bonding’ *-* orbital 
interaction to its antibonding equivalent reduces the formal bond order to zero. At large 
intermolecular separations both the broken symmetry singlet and triplet configurations are 
essentially degenerate but the energy of the broken symmetry singlet becomes 
progressively more stable than the triplet at shorter inter-molecular configurations, 
converging with the closed shell singlet at distances less than 3.0 Å. At the  3.3 Å distance 
all three configurations are near equi-energetic (within 2100 cm
-1
, equivalent to 25 kJ/mol) 
with the closed shell singlet revealing a well defined minimum close to the 
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crystallographically determined S...S separation in cis-oid dimers closed shell singlet 
(Figure 4.2).  
 
Figure 4.2: Expansion of the lower region of the curve from 3.2 to 4 Å of Figure 4.1 
relative energy change of the broken symmetry singlet (open shell), 
restricted closed-shell singlet, and triplet state as a function of the intra-
dimer S…S distances, computed at the UB3LYP-D3/6-311G* level. 
 
With two electronic states with the same spin multiplicity near energetically equivalent, it 
is likely that the ‘true’ electronic ground state configuration is an admixture of the closed 
shell singlet and the broken symmetry singlet. A well-established method for evading the 
spin contamination problem is to use a multi-configuration self-consistent-field (MCSCF) 
approach.
19
 Notably a similar (B3LYP/6-31G*) study on the DTDA radical dimer, 
[HCNSSN]2,revealed the most likely ground state of [HCNSSN]2  was a mixture of the 
closed-shell and open-shell singlet configurations.
10
 Detailed studies by Kertesz on the 
TCNE2
2-
 *-* dimer also identified an admixture of closed-shell and open shell singlet 
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configurations in the ground state of this radical anion dimer.
20
 In that case a multi-
reference averaged quadratic coupled cluster method (MR-AQCC(2,2)) afforded 
equilibrium natural orbital occupation numbers of the “HOMO” and “LUMO” as 1.75 and 
0.25 respectively. [The pure closed-shell singlet would have occupations of 2.0 and 0.0 
whereas the pure singlet diradical would have occupations of 1.0 and 1.0]. It would seem 
likely that such a multi-configurational approach, mixing the closed shell singlet and 
broken symmetry singlet configurations would be necessary to adequately describe the 
bonding in (BDTA)2. Nevertheless the computed energy minimum at 3.3 Å for the closed-
shell singlet is, geometrically, in good agreement with that found experimentally and 
mixing the open shell singlet using the methodologies described above would be expected 
to provide further electronic stabilisation.    
The strength of the magnetic exchange interaction, J, as determined using the methods 
employed in Chapters 2 and 3 reveals that the exchange interaction in eclipsed BDTA 
dimers is always antiferromagnetic and exhibits an exponential increase in |J| on decreasing 
the intermolecular separation (Figure 4.3). These data are in good agreement with the 
experimental observations (Chapter 2).  
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Figure 4.3: Dependence of JAB value on varying the perpendicular separation (in 
angstroms, Å) of a perfectly cis π BDTA dimer. All calculations employed 
the UB3LYP-D3/6-311G* computational level. 
 
4.3.1.b Computational Studies of the Trans-orientation BDTA  
A similar set of calculations were undertaken on the alternative (and experimentally 
determined) ‘trans’ cofacial dimer in order to probe the effects of intermolecular separation 
on electronic configuration and also to compare the total energy of the ‘cis’-dimer in 
relation to the ‘trans’-dimer. The distance dependence of the trans *-* dimer in the range 
2.6 – 4.0 Å reveals similar behaviour to the cis-dimer, viz. a local energy minimum for the 
closed shell configuration around 3.3 Å whereas the open shell configurations did not 
exhibit energy minima on the potential energy surface. At large intermolecular separations 
the energies of the triplet and open shell singlet configurations are equi-energetic whereas 
at distances less than 3.0 Å the open and closed shell singlet configurations converge.  
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Figure 4.4: Relative energy change of the broken symmetry singlet (open shell), 
restricted closed-shell singlet, and triplet state as a function of the intra-
dimer S…S distances, computed at the UB3LYP-D3/6-311G* level for the 
trans-orientation BDTA.  
Near the energy minimum for the closed shell configuration (3.3 Å), all three energetic 
configurations are within approximately -1400 cm
-1
 of each other and the true electronic 
ground state is likely an admixture of the broken symmetry singlet and closed shell singlet 
as discussed previously for the cis-oid dimer. The calculated magnetic exchange coupling, 
J, similarly follows the trends to that observed for the cis-dimer with strong 
antiferromagnetic exchange coupling at short separation weakening with increased 
intermolecular separation.  
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Figure 4.5: Dependence of JAB value on varying the perpendicular separation (r, in 
angstroms, Å) of a perfectly trans π BDTA dimer. All calculations are at the 
UB3LYP/6-311G* computational level.  
 
4.3.1.c Comparison of Cis- and Trans-(BDTA)2 
Through solution EPR and UV studies the dimerization enthalpy for DTDA radicals has 
been measured as being favourable (∆Hdim ~35 kJ/mol). 
21-23
 In the solid state, magnetic 
and EPR studies have estimated the dimerisation enthalpy to be somewhat less, in the 
region 8 – 11 kJ/mol; 24-26 and for DTA radicals the dimerization energy in solution is 
around 0 kJ/mol.
27
 Out of the three calculated configurations of the BDTA molecule 
(closed shell, triplet and broken symmetry singlet) the most stable conformation was 2 
monomers, indicating an unfavourable enthalpy of association at this level of theory 
although a multi-configurational approach may lead to a modest stabilisation of the local 
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energy minimum associated with the closed shell singlet. When comparing the closed shell 
cis- and trans- (BDTA)2 dimers, the cis-dimer orientation BDTA is lower in energy 
compared to the trans orientation by 7 kJ/mol. Some possible reasoning for the preferred 
orientation may be due to the molecular orbital overlap as well as a greater dispersion term. 
A breakdown of the energetics reveals the subtle balance between electronic and dispersion 
terms. While the trans dimer is 12 kJ/mol more stable than the cis, the dispersion terms is 
19 kJ/mol more stable for the cis arrangement. Clearly there is a subtle balance between 
directional covalent bonding and dispersion terms.  
4.4 Computed Magnetic Exchange Interactions on Cis-oid Conformations with 
Slippage 
One of the main concerns of magneto-chemists is to identify structure-property 
relationships and, in particular, molecular orientations that give rise to ferromagnetic 
interactions. As a crystal engineer the task is then to drive molecular packing in order to try 
and attain such preferred conformations. In the last section it was clear that both the cis- 
and trans-oid dimers exhibited antiferromagnetic interactions over a wide intra-dimer 
separation. In this section, we exploit DFT methods to identify magnetic exchange 
pathways which can lead to ferromagnetic interactions by ‘lateral’ or ‘longitudinal’ 
slippage of DTA molecules from their preferred cis- or trans-oid configurations. In order to 
simplify the number of variables, the separation of the two radical planes (z) was 
maintained at 3.2 Å and the molecules translated within the xy plane. Clearly displacement 
along the x-direction is expected to be symmetric (about x = 0) given the essentially C2v 
symmetry of BDTA (Figure 4.6 (left)) and displacement in the y-direction also should also 
be symmetric. The spin distribution of the BDTA radical is also shown in Figure 4.6 
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(centre) and is relevant to the discussion which follows. The positive spin density (red) 
essentially reflects the nature of the singly occupied molecular orbital (SOMO) in the RHF 
approach. However repulsion between electrons of ‘like spin’ is less than that between 
‘unlike spins’ i.e. ‘spin-up’ (-spin) and ‘spin down’ (-spin) electrons and is manifested 
in Hund’s rules. For radicals there is one more -spin than -spin so the -spins feel 
slightly more repulsion. As a consequence the energies of the -spins should be different 
from the -spins, so their wavefunctions must also be slightly different. In the unrestricted 
HF (UHF) approach the wavfunctions of  and -spins are permitted to differ leading to a 
set of 1e
-
 orbitals for the -spins and a second set of 1e- orbitals for the -spins. The -spin 
orbitals are, broadly speaking, very similar to the -spin orbitals. Deviations occur when 
there is close energy match and overlap between -spin orbitals and the extra -spin. In 
such cases the -spin orbital can be considered to adjust its wavefunction and hence energy 
to reduce electron density in those regions where the extra -spin resides in order to 
minimise repulsion between  and  spins. The result, in terms of the spin density, is (a) 
slightly more than 100%  spin density (illustrated in red) in the vicinity of the ‘SOMO’ 
and (b) a small build-up of -spin density (blue) in regions where there are nodes (no spin 
density) for the ‘SOMO’(Figure 4.6). The effect of the spin density distribution on 
exchange coupling will be discussed in the next section.   
The strength of the exchange coupling J is plotted as a function of displacement as both a 
three-dimensional surface plot (Figure 4.7) and as a two-dimensional contour plot (Figure 
4.8). Slight geometric discrepancies in the initial model (derived from the crystal structure 
which is not pure C2v symmetric) lead to slight asymmetry in the profile plots. However it 
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is noteworthy that the contour plot clearly reveals selected regions which exhibit strongly 
ferromagnetic interactions, e.g. the geometries associated with the conformations (a) – (e) 
highlighted in Figure 4.8. 
 
Figure 4.6:  (left) coordinate axes for molecular displacements of the BDTA molecule; 
(centre) spin distribution in the BDTA molecule; red reflects regions of 
positive spin density, blue regions of negative spin density; (right) 
comparison of the RHF and UHF approaches to the wavefunctions of ‘spin-
up’ and ‘spin-down’ electrons. 
 
 
Figure 4.7:  Three dimensional surface of J (cm
-1
) as a function of x (0.5 Å increments) 
and y (0.25 Å increments) for cis-(BDTA)2. 
SOMO
SOMO-1
SOMO-2
RHF approach

UHF approach
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Figure 4.8:  Top view of contour surface of J (cm
-1
) as a function of x (0.5 Å 
increments) and y (0.25 Å increments) for cis-(BDTA)2.  (Strongly 
ferromagnetic regions listed a-e)  
An analysis of the regions of the contour surface plot which display ferromagnetic 
interactions reveals that this tends to be associated with regions in which either (a) the S 
atoms or (b) the N atoms (both of which bear substantial positive spin density) are located 
close to the nodal plane passing between the C-S bonds of the DTA ring where there are 
regions of negative spin density, i.e. where the SOMOs have limited orbital overlap (the 
overlap integral becomes small). These interactions can be considered to fall into several 
categories; Figure 4.9 reflects a series of ferromagnetic interactions where the molecule is 
laterally displaced by ca. 2.0 Å in x and then displaced in y between +2.0 and -2.0 Å 
(notably Figures 4.9a and 4.9d reflect similar essentially symmetry-equivalent interactions 
while Figures 4.9b and 4.9c are also essentially the same interactions, by 180
o
 rotation 
about y).   
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(+2.5, -2.0)            (+2.0, -1.0)          (+3.0, +1.25)      (+2.5, +1.75) 
(a)                   (b)                         (c)                                 (d) 
 
Figure 4.9: Cis-(BDTA)2 orientations which give rise to potential ferromagnetic 
interactions with the S atom close to the C-C vector. The interlayer 
separation (z) is 3.2 Å is held constant and the (x,y) coordinates offsets given 
are in Å.  
   
 (+0.5, -3.0)      (+1.0, -2.0)  (+2.0, -2.0)      (+2.5, -2.5) 
Figure 4.10: Cis-(BDTA)2 orientations which give rise to potential ferromagnetic 
interactions with the N atom close to the C-C vector. The interlayer 
separation (z) is 3.2 Å is held constant and the (x,y) coordinates offsets are in 
Å.  
 
Figure 4.10 reflects a set of ferromagnetic interactions in which there is longitudinal 
displacement of ca. 2.0 Å, placing the heterocyclic N atom close to the DTA C-atoms. 
Displacement close to the C-C bond vector leads to a series of ferromagnetic interactions as 
the ring is displaced in the lateral direction.   
A third ferromagnetic interaction occurs when the S atom is located close to the nodal 
plane between S and N atoms, this simultaneously places an N atom close to another node 
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between S and N atoms. This is depicted in Figure 4.11a. A fourth ferromagnetic 
interaction occurs when the rings are strongly slipped in the lateral direction (±3.0, 0.0) 
(Figure 4.11b). 
  
+1.0, 0.5   +3.0, 0.0 
(a)                                    (b) 
Figure 4.11: Cis-(BDTA)2 orientations which give rise to potential ferromagnetic 
interactions with the N atom close to the C-C vector. The interlayer 
separation (z) is 3.2 Å is held constant and the (x,y) coordinates offsets are in 
Å.  
 
4.5 Computed Magnetic Exchange Interactions on Trans-oid Conformations with 
Slippage 
In the trans-oid conformation six distinct conformations display strongly ferromagnetic 
interactions. These are clearly evident in the surface and contour plots (Figures 4.12 and 
4.13) and reflect two-fold symmetry such that interactions (b) and (d) are symmetry related 
as are (e) and (f). 
The geometries of the positions (a), (b), (c) and (f) are presented in Figure 4.14.  Again 
ferromagnetic interactions are observed when the S atom is located near the nodal plane in 
the spin density associated with the S-N bond [modes (a) and (b)] or when the N atom is 
located over the S/N bond [mode (f)]. In addition mode (c) places the S atoms over the 
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nodes associated with the spin density in the C-S bonds. Geometries (b) and (f) appear 
more strongly ferromagnetic than (a) and (c). 
 
Figure 4.12:  Three-dimensional surface of J (cm
-1
) as a function of x (distances in 0.5 Å 
increments) and y (distances in 0.25 Å increments) for the trans-orientation 
of the BDTA. Strongly ferromagnetic regions are listed a-f. 
 
Figure 4.13:  Potential Energy diagram (Surface plots) of J (cm
-1
) as a function of x 
(distances in the x direction by 0.5 Å increments) and y (distances in the y 
direction by 0.25 Å increments) for trans-orientation of the BDTA. (top 
view) (Strongly ferromagnetic regions listed a-f) 
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(+3.0, +0.5)  (+2.0, +1.0)  (0.0, +3.0)  (+1.0, 0.0) 
(a)        (b)        (c)         (f) 
Figure 4.14: Trans-geometry orientation where interactions between the radicals gives 
rise to ferromagnetic interactions. In all cases the radical-radical out-of-
plane separation is maintained at 3.2 Å and the (x,y) coordinates given. The 
labels (a), (b), (c) and (f) refer to the positions identified in Figure 4.14.  
 
4.6 Conclusions and Future Work  
These studies reveal that the only stable dimer configuration is associated with the closed 
shell singlet configuration in which there is significant orbital overlap between the S atoms. 
However the low-lying nature of the broken-symmetry singlet likely leads to spin-
contamination and a diradicaloid singlet contribution. Further work is necessary to probe 
the diradical nature further by taking into account configurational interactions. For eclipsed 
-stacks the exchange coupling is always antiferromagnetic and decreases exponentially 
with increasing intra-dimer separation. 
Displacement of molecules away from fully eclipsed geometries leads to a weakening of 
the antiferromagnetic exchange coupling and when molecules adopt geometries in which 
the S and/or N atoms are located close to nodal planes in the spin density then net 
ferromagnetic interactions are observed.  Notably the sign of the magnetic interaction is 
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very sensitive to the degree of displacement and a shift of just 0.5 Å can change the sign of 
J from positive to negative, or, for example, increasing the separation of eclipsed radicals 
by 0.5 Å leads to rapid decreases in the strength of the antiferromagnetic interaction. 
Approaches to tailor the molecular structure of -stacked DTA radicals by adding alkyl 
groups such as Me, 
t
Bu or CF3 to one side of the molecule (3,4 positions) may enhance the 
degree of molecular slippage in the lateral direction, whereas substitution on the opposite 
side of the phenylene ring (4,5 positions) should control longitudinal slippage.  
Notably the current set of calculations focus on those structures in which ring planes are 
coparallel and excludes herringbone geometries. Further studies should probe the effect of 
rotation of the rings away from coplanarity on the sign and strength of the exchange 
coupling. Such calculations will provide a more complete analysis of these desirable 
geometries which give rise to ferromagnetic interactions.  
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Appendix A 
Most Commonly Used Magnetic Models 
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A.1.1 Supplementary Information Magnetic Model Bleaney-Bowers Model
1
 (Used for an 
Isolated Dimer or Spin-pairing of Two S = ½ Systems) 
m = 2Ng
22.  3    
3kT     3 + e
(-2J/kT) 
Also shown in Chapter 1 Eqn. 1.8. 
A.1.2 Supplementary Information Magnetic Model AFM Coupled Bonner-Fisher Linear 
Chain,
2,3
 S = ½ and all J are equal.  
       χ =
𝑁𝑔2𝛽2
𝑘𝑇
 
𝐴+𝐵(
𝐽
𝑘𝑇
)+𝐶(
𝐽
𝑘𝑇
)2
1+𝐷(
𝐽
𝑘𝑇
)+𝐸(
𝐽
𝑘𝑇
)
2
+F(
𝐽
𝑘𝑇
)3
   
A = 0.25, B = 0.14995, C = 0.30094, D = 1.9862, E = 0.68854 and F = 6.0626 
Also shown in Chapter 1 Eqn. 1.9. 
 
A.1.3 Supplementary Information Magnetic Model Honey-comb Heisenberg Model
4,5
,    S 
= ½ and all J are equal. (Expansion Series) 
χ =
𝑁𝑔2𝛽2𝑆(𝑆+1)
3𝑘𝐵𝑇
 (1 + ∑ 𝑎𝑛𝐾
𝑛∞
𝑛=1 ), where K=J/T 
n/lattice h.c. 
1 1.5 
2 0.75 
3 -0.125 
4 0.3125 
5 0.66875 
6 -0.59270833 
7 -0.7399553571 
8 1.484784226 
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Appendix B 
Experimental for Chapter 2-4 
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In this appendix the experimental criteria for the majority of the DTAs that were studied in 
Chapter 2-4.  
B.1.1 Experimental  
All calculations were undertaken within Jaguar, version 8.1, Schrödinger, LLC, New York, 
NY, 2013,  Jaguar, version 9.8, Schrödinger, LLC, New York, NY, 2014 and Jaguar  
Maestro, version 10.1, Schrödinger, LLC, New York, NY, 2015. 
All calculations were undertaken within Jaguar using the B3LYP functional and 6-311G* 
triple-zeta Pople basis set unless specified otherwise. All SCF calculations employed dimer 
pairs extracted from the crystallographic data and refined with a convergence criteria of 1 × 
10
-9 
Hartrees (2 × 10
-4
 cm
-1
). The exchange coupling of JAB between radicals was 
determined from the energy of the triplet and broken symmetry singlet as described in 
Chapter 1. In all cases the expectation value <S
2
> for the broken symmetry singlet deviates 
slightly from 1.0, indicating some spin-contamination with the restricted 'closed shell' spin 
singlet. 
The number of signiﬁcant digits that are used for the computed JAB values is |0.5| cm
-1
. For 
each structure the largest JAB value was used to determine the significance of all other 
exchange interactions. Exchange couplings less than 1% of the largest JAB were entirely 
neglected with other exchange couplings tabulated for each structure. In terms of 
evaluating a magnetic model only exchange couplings greater than 10% of the largest JAB 
were implemented.  
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